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PUBLICITY

COURTED BY

national Mercantile Marine company.
He began to question Mr. Franklin
as to the companies comprising thfc
corporation, its connections and its
capitalization.

INTERVENTION

The Upstart Often Fin
X
ishes on the Down
Urade.

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1912.

COMMITTEE

CITY EDITION.

WILL CYCLONE SWEEPS

INSIST

TALK IS ALL

IERVICE

MIIIIIMI

THE MIDDLE

ON

forts to confirm the reported loss of
life and damage to property caused
by Sunday's windstorms in Kankakee
and LirlDgston counties. Telegraph
and telephone wires between practically every point touched by the
storm and Chicago are reported down
and communication cut oft

SECRETARYNAGEL
TALKS ABOUT

Recovered
22. The
White
Star line announced this afternoor.
thai) it had received the folowtng wire-le- s
Wrecked a Cemetery.
message from the cable ship Mac- Bloomington, 111., April 22. A torPERSONS
WHITE
ARE nado Sunday afternoon destroyed a DECLARES A NATIONAL CHAMBER
P. A. S FRANKLIN
which is on the scene of SO DECLARES STATE DEPART NO OTHER CANDIDATE FOR U. 8. THIRTYFIVE
OF
'
for
the Titanic disaster, searching
ME NT, ENDEAVORING
MARSHAL WILL HAVE
KILLED IN ILLINOIS AND
TO AL
0.
house and six barns at Piper City
STAR COMPANY SO INFORMS
OF COMMERCE IS IMMEDIATE
bodies:
LAY RUMORS
and, approaching Chattsworth, struck
P. ENDORSEMENT.
INDIANA.
SENATE COMMITTEE
NECE88ITY
"Heavy southwest squall has inter
the cemetery, wrecking many monure
fared with operators. Fifty bodies
ments.
All not embalmed will he NO
CAUSE
TO
INTERFERE EXECUTIVE BODY IS MEETING PROPERTY DAMAGE IMMENSE
HE TAKES WITNESS STAND covered.
GOVERNMENT NEEDS ADVICE
buried at sea at 8 p. m. with divine
e
Twenty-ThreKilled.
services. Can bring only embalmed
St. Louis, April 22. Reports reach
IN
CONSULS
MEXICO INFORM LEADER8 OF THE PARTY IN THE MANY VILLAGE8
AND TOWNS
TELLS HOW HE GAVE OUT FALSE bodies to port."
COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS CANNOT
here early this morning from
lng
THIS GOVERNMENT IT WOULD
WERE COMPLETELY
ARE
STATE
NEWS TO "REASSURE THE
DEMOLDISCUSSING
BE DEALT WITH WITHOUT
The White Star line officials said
towns in the storm-swep- t
territory of
BETTER KEEP OUT
that any information from the Mac
FEDERAL APPOINMENT8.
ISHED BY THE 8TORM.
WORLD"
INFORMATION
southwestern
Illinois, tell of 23
which is under orders
deaths, a hundred injured and thouto remain (n the vicinity of the wreck
sands of dollars damage to property,
KNEW BUT LITTLE HIMSELF for a week, will be made public on EXPEDITION TO WEST COAST ANDREWS
MEN
A
LOSE
OUT EVEN THE DEAD MOLESTED
REVOLUTION
IS COMING
including wire and rail traffic.
those
have
bodies
that
receipt. Only
Forty-oninjured
persons were
been identified or admit of being PRESIDENT WILL SEND A SHIP APPOINTEES OF FORMER DELE MONUMENT8
A SHEAF
IN
OF WIRELESS MESSCEMETE ?iE8 taken to Murphysboro in a special BU8INE8S WILL BREAK PRESENT
Identified will be brought back. Some
GATE' WILL BE REMOVED
TO LOOK AFTER AMERICANS'
ARE UPSET AND BADLY
train, the crew of which said only a
AGES LAST
MONDAY CONRULES IF IT 18 FURTHER
of the victims have undoubtedly been
-"
small portion of the village had been
WELFARE
TAINED NOTHING USEFULFROM
DAMAGED.
THEIR
JOBS.
HAMPERED
ice
so
mutilated by
that identification
searched. The St. Louis, Iron Mounis impossible.
tain and Southern railroad shops at
The steamer Rhein reported to the
St. Louis. Mo.. April 22. The death
Santa Fe, N. M., April 22. The rt
Washington, April 22. The state
Washington, April 22. Vice PresiWashington, April 22. Secretary
Bush were demolished and many resident P. A. S. Franklin of the Inter White Star line by wireless that department endeavored today to put publican state executive committee list caused by high windstorms in dences
Nagel
today, outlining the purpose of
destroyed. Four persons were
national Mercantile
the commercial conference called here
Company, toJJ wreckage and bodies were passed in a stop to what it regards as inflam- met here at 3 o'clock this afternoon southern Illinois continued to grow injured, one
probably fatally, just
the senate investigating committee 42.01 latitude, 49.18 longitude and matory talk of the government's pur- for the purpose of making recom today, in the meager telegraphic and north of
President Taft to form a national
Murphysboro. Heavy prop by
.Yf
dein
that
to
the
intervene
whs
Mexico,
by
pose
heading
mendations for federal appointments. telephone reports received here. At
'hamber
of commerce, made an ur
today how he had asked to have the
erty damage, but no loss of life was
earlier reports of the Titanic disas- for that iositlon. This message' in- claring that the reports of the Ameri- Members of the committee asseit 'Murphysbodo, 111., George Mead, who reported at Duquoln. Residents o! gent plea for a permanent represen
ter held up to avoid unnecessary dicates that the gulf stream Is car- - can consular offices in that country that, while they will take into consid lived two miles north, died of injur- the stricken area declare there were tative trade body to assist the federal
that whereas (here Is not eration the
alarm. He denied any knowledge of tying uhe bodies and wreckage 50
qualifications of the can ies. One woman and two children of two distinct storms, one striking :i government in solving the economic
the message addressed to Representa- miles east of where the Titanic sank. one reason for military intervention, didates for the various positions, the 41 persons brought here last 5:30 o'clock and the other
problems pressing for decision. Unshortly less the
The survivors who were taken to-- there are countless strong reasons
government met these quesare positively going to recom night from Bush, died today in a hos- before 7.
tive Hughes of West Virginia, abou:
they
hi
tions along the lines of progress and
the ship's being towed to Halifax and rwthia have now practically all recoyj why there shou be no intervention, mend proven republicans for every pital.
mlnltttar of
i.,,m..i da1o.iv
'lathia have now practically all reco4 l
development, Secretary Nagel foresaw
Two men were reported dead at
job. Likewise it Is pretty well known
Woman Killed In Home.
gave other details. Senator William
Mexico
left
a conflict with business.
of
City Frl- - that members of the old Andrews ma- Freeman, 111. The second relief train
for
left
them
have
and
affairs,
ered
many
foreign
Alden Smith of Michigan, presided.
Kankakee, 111., April 22. Mrs. DavSo pressing are the problems,
thelr homes. Relief societies have day night for Washington to assume chine are
from Bush for id
going to go. All of the big which was started
After denying that officials of the fathered funds
Jay, who with several friends, was
hare.
new
as
ambassador
more
his
post,
than
declared, ithat If the governaggregating
was
sent
to
another
White Star line had any know'eds a quarter of a milion dollars and the Secretary Knox said that while the jobs have been filled, There are, Murphysboro
returning from Kankakee Sunday mental agencies did no find the sotown because of the crowded condiof a misleading telegram to Mr relief committees have been swamped president had under consideration thp however, six receivers and registrars
night to her home eight miles west lution the commercial and industrial
of the Murphysboro hospital. A
tion
subordiof
land
with
the
office
many
of here, was killed by the tornado forces would compel that solution in
Hughes, it was acknowledged ly with clothing. Not only that but question of dispatching a vessel to
nate jobs and several changes may child of Thomas Taylor was killed and others in the party were serious- one form or another.
Mr. Franklin that he had issued re- countless letters were
received, all of- the west coast of Mexico to look into
and many persons were Injured
be
made in those positions.
assuring statements when he had no fering asistance of every sort.
"The conflict Is irrepressible," he
ly Injured. They had taken refuge in
he safety of the American residents
when the storm swept a path in Ham. a deserted house. The wind tore oil
are
at
Santa
There
land
offices
Fe,
on
facts
which to base them. The
added. "If the government does not
More Might Have Lived
there, it did not necessarily mean that
Las Cruces, Fort Sumner, Roswell, ilton county, Illinois. Fourteen houses the roof and threw down some of the find and establish rules by which th
witness read from a great sheaf cf
That many of the lifeboats of the a warship would make the trip.
ana there were demolished.
wireless telegrams received Monday Titanic were sent away only half fillwalls. Mrs. Jay was Instantly killed development may be intelligently and
He said the principal object was to Tucumcari and Clayton
At Bush five persons were killed in
of these
all
are
for
many
applicants
None
of
them contained ed and that, if Captain Smith's orders get news about these Americans who
morning.
by a heavy timber.
normally had, then ultimately the ex600 the home of Section Foreman Camppansion and the progress will be had
any information of value, but it was had been obeyed, many more lives were in a "country where great dis- positions. There are also some
and a number bell of the Iron Mountain. Seventy-fivin defiance of rules that do not fit.
on this data that the line issued its would have been saved, has been dis- order prevailed, with no communica- postoffices in ttif
Heavy Cars Overturned
bouses, the hotel, postoffce, minof changes xjlffjikely be made in
statements in an effort, said Mr closed bv Peter D. Daly, of Lima, tion with the outside world.
Danville, 111., Ajjl 22. The terri- That has been the story and tha will
ing company's offices and store and fic force of the siorm which leveled be the story of deevlopment ever;. '
Hraullo Hernandez, a leading Mex- them.
survivor. Daly
Franklin, to reassure inquirers.
Peru, a first cabin
the round house were destroyed. 30 houses and injured 41 persons at where.
is
The
today
important
meeting
and
of
state
formerly secretary
Later when the news came, he said, states that he saw the captain rush ican
families are destitute Grant Park, Illinois, last night was
to a, large Seventy-fiv- e
the
fact
it
will,
that
from
"In my judgment much of the con
surrenof
has
ito
the
Chihuahua,
had
the
after
boats
voluntarily
railing
he sent immediately for the reporters
asand
state
has
asked
the
been
for
a
in
which now exists to discourage
result
fusion
when
known
extent,
loda
shown
it became
and began reading to them the long been put out from the sinking ship dered to the department of justice to
sistance.
of
the
some
in
of
embarass is to be attributed
to
brick
12
the
box
with
cars
loaded
Texand
that
at
answer
El
portions
party
an
indictment
call
and
thoBe
thev
boats back,
Paso,
"bring
Marconigram from the Carpatbia
Ten of the Iron Mountain's em- had been blown from the track and to the circumstance that Impartial.
is understood that the comstate.
It
to
with
him
as,
full."
are
How
half
charging
boats
conspiracy
only
many
consid
in
news
giving the grewsome
are en route here for overturned. At Sheldon, Illinois, it is comprehensive thoughtful advice has
obeyed the captain's orders to return, violate President Taft's proclamation mittee will insist that the United ployes of Bush
erable detail.
the exportation of muni-ttio- State marshalship be given to Secun-dl- treatment It is thought they cai reported thai a man aud a bay wci S been afforded by those who are primar
Mr. Daly was unable to tell.
prohibiting
went
"I began to read: 'Titanic
ily interested and whose experience
Romero. Manuel Otero has been not live. W. E. Merrifleld of Chester, killed.
of war to Mexico.
John Thompson, a fireman of the
down this morning at. 2:20,' and then
111.,
is more essential to a correct underof
division
the
col
now
He
route
from
en
is
for
nominated
superintendent
the
Washingwith
a
president
arm
by
broken
Titanic, suffering
I looked
up," said Mr. Franklin. at Sk Vincent's
for
Iron
com
Mountain, departed today
standing. Instead of depending upon
hospital, may be an ton to El Paso in the custody of a lector of internal revenue. The
"There was not a reporter in the
advice or the demand of specialized
GENERAL
MANAGERS
also
Bnsh.
tell
of
perasserts
eight
of
the
and
this
Reports
mittee
that
at
witness
the senatorial speeal agent
appointment
department
room. They were all racing for tele- important
interest we must have a common Judgwill arrive there tonight or tomorrow.
was made on the personal reepmmen-datio- sons killed near West Frankfort in
into the wreck.
investigation
phone to get the news out to the
ment of commerce and industry and
In
Franklin
storm's
the
county.
of the New Mexico senators
path
Thompson comes from
Liverpool
world."
to get that common Judgment we must
Rival Armies Near Each Oother
and lie asserts that the Titanic was
and was not a committee appoint
Bit by bit, Mr. Franklin contribut- out
have a common representation. There
'to beat all records on maiden Jimenez, Chihuahua, Mex., April -- 2. ment. No objection, however, will be
Death List Is Growing.
ed to the evidence the senate Is
is the meaning Of the organization,
and
Rebels
federal
scouts
Mr.
Otero.
to
the
committee
sighted
made
trips."
by
22. The tornado
'
Chicago,
April
seeking to tfitv tn the catastrophe
each other between Escalon and Co
RAILROAD OPERATORS
CANNOT which is here proposed.
Tried to Break a Record
It is understood that U. C. Winters, which late
over cenbecountries
relation
other
that sank the Titanic, sent almost !,
"In
swept
the
yesterday
no
was
but
ne54)s
there
Sunday,
fightDETERMINE HOW TO DEAL
"From Queenstown out," Thompson
a groceryman or Santa Fe, win do
tral
and
southern
indus600 persons to their death and plungnorthIllinois
and
and
tbe
tween
the
government
is quoted as saying, "all the firemen ma. Tne rebels have moved 400 ad- recommended for postmaster to sucWITH ENGINEERS.
western Indiana, killed at least 36
ed the world into mourning. Mr. had been
tries and the commerce is so close
talking of the orders we had ditional troops south of Rellano and ceed E. C- Burke, here. The federal
200 othand
Franklin denied that the White Star to fire her
that the' board of trade forms' an impersons,
in- injured
nearly
announce
their
commanders
their
New
as
22.
we
conferas
hard
The
York, April
up
possibly
judgeship, the clerk of that court, the ers,
to advices received ence
mediate
part of the government itself.
according
company had any intention to spirif could. We had to make as quick ajtwUion of taking the fight into
committee of the General ManUnited States district attorney and
This we may not be able to acccom-plis- h
here early today. Miles of telegraph
away from the country any Titan'c
as possible, the orders ran. e,al territory if General Huerta does ihls assistants
have already been
agers' association of fifty eastern
and may not want to have. But
and telephone wires were blon a ray
officers or crew or that the plans to I heard that these orders came frorn!not attack soon. Huerta is reported
roads met here today to take up
are expected
No changes
filled.
to
mind, it is true beyond the posmy
return the survivors of the crew the engineering: department.
down, farm houses were demolished for the third
I8 marshalling a strong force of fed- time, demands for an inamong those appointees. The posiwane-meanwere prompted by any desire to sup
"We were carrying full pressure era,s with ltttjr of heavy artillery. tion of attorney to the Pueblo In- and it. is provable that the death list crease in wages to the locomotive sibility of refutation that by
common
we
must
a
establish
nothwill
communicawhen
increased
The
He
the
be
reDel
said
facts.
that
Torreon
press
From the time we left Queenstown un
expedition against
engineers on their roads. The meetdians, now held by Francis E. Wil- tion is restored with all
points over ing was held in the face of a threat- commercial representation, which shall
ing that the officers or crew could til the moment of the shock we never de Canas after Thomas TJrbina, a
son, and numerous other federal apsustain a relation to the government
which the tornado passed.
tell would affect what might bp tolfl
Irhlna had
to make from 74 to 77 rvolu- - eral ch,ef- failed.
ened strike, a suspension of the ac- for the purpose of general advice and
pointments, It is understood, will be
estiis
means
no
there
of
While
whole
by surviving passengers.
of Sunday
During that
tual strike order having been gruntconsidered by the committee. Memintelligent direction with regard
the damage by the storm, it ed
The Inquiry christened the luxu- we had been keeping up 1he 77.
executive committee mating
of the
by Warren S. Stone, grand chiof
bers
measures and the adminls- Juarez
to
"run
into
of
Attack
hundreds
is
certain
room
of the senate, re
Expects
rious caucus
of the Brothebood of Locomotive tratlon of
D. Sena. Edward A. Mann,
are:
Jose
existing laws."
El Paso, April 22. A hundred ad
of dollars.
At Bush, a
garded as perhaps the handsomest
Nathan Jaffa, M. C. thousands
Engineers, and fifty chairmen of the
H. B. Holt,
Mr.
said he hoped to see the
Nagel
liberal
were
ditional
to
soldiers
called
in
the
Williamson county,
executive hearing room in the world. MURDERERS OF COURT
A. Spiess, R. P. village
the
Charles
enginorganization
representing
Mechem,
ultimately
proposed
organization
Juarez today from Casas Grandes, to
In its center sat the
greatest loss of life occurred, IS per eers on all railroads east of
Charles
Chicago
"So
Springer.
the
clothed
national
charter.
with
Barnes,
in
:r.ore
defend the city. Reports
Juarez
sons having been killed and
with Senator William Alden Smith of
and north of the Norfolk & Western. as to give the right and the means to
BE
ON
TO
are
federals
PUT
the
TRIAL
that
everv
say
coming
than
forty injured. Nearly
Michigan presiding. Jammed about
An answer to the engineers' ulti- have the government and representafrom Ojinaga, east of Juarez to attack
In the village was either ie
the long table which the committee
dwelling
matum,
IN
CONGRESS
'
TODAY
demanding increase in wagel tive commerce and industry touch el'the" town.
or damaged. Most of the dead
stroy-eA
and specoccupied were witnesses
between IB and 1S per bows."
aggregating
Met
22
MEN WHO KILLED JUDGE
Ynrii
Senate:
WILL
Washington.
were foreigners who worked in the
tators. Among them were senators
cent, was expected during the day
BE TAKEN TO THE SCENE OF
11 a. m.
New Army In the Field
at
coal mines near Bush.
and representatives and their wives,
by Mr. Stone, who was hopeful of a
THE CRIME
Los Angeles", Califfl. April 22. The
Considered Cummins bill to permit
At Morocco,. Ind., nine persons los
Baron Von Hengel-Mullethe Aussettlement
of' the demands or a coundecree
court
from
toSUNDAY'S BASEBALL
to
a
supreme
story
Evening Express printed
appeal
their lives by bein,; crashed in :iie ter
trian ambassador, and other represenIn addition to the
proposition.
22. Under day based 'on what it claimed was
Va.. April
in tobacco trust dissolution.
League-DenvRoanoke,
Western
tatives of diplomatic and official circollapse of their louses. At Gi"an 25,000 members of the brotherhood
the seven Hillsville impeachable authority, that Major
Committee Inveatiigatlnfl Titanic disguard
were
111.,
Lincoln 2.
dozen
3;
a
half
persons
Park,
cles, and many women, mostly draw:i
wpuld be affected by the strike orprisoners who have been in jail here Frederic W. Burnhnin. the former aster resumed hearing begun in New
to
I.
and
amounting
WlchKs
damage
from the national gathering of tho since their arrest
3;
Topeka
ders if given, 15000 members of the
for connection with South African scout and confident of York, Vice President Frapklin testify- Injured
more than $100,006 was caused by Brotherhood of Firemen and
i
0.
Sioux
Omaha
Daughters of the American Revolu- the assassinations in the Oarrol coun- millionaire mining promoters of the ing.
City
Engintornado. The family of Nelson
the
tion.
W.
Pt.
v
Des
":
resolu
who
Molnsc
notified
have
introduced
been
.loseph 1.
eers,
Senator Martine
by
ty court, started for Hillsville today United States, was now encamped
Hulse, at Campus, a village near S. Carter, grand dflhief of the order,
Many of the Titanic's surviving In the lirtitle court room where the. with 500 fully armed and
to
scene
cutters
revenue
Ameiican
Lo&gne
send
to
tion
equipped
passengers will be called to give evi- shooting of Judge Masste, Attorney men on the banks of the Yaqui river of Titanic disaster to remain a month Reddick), was almost Wiped out. that it is their duty to join hands
St. Louis 3: Ch! ago 8.
is
committee.
It
dence before the
Hulse, his wife and oldest daughter with the engineers.
Detroit 5; Cleveland 4.
Poster, Sheriff Webb and Miss Betty in Sonora, Mexico, ready for any ni hope of finding bodies.
were killed and two other children
expected that among the notable wit- Ayers occurred, the men will be plac- emergency.
National League
Judiciary subcommittee unanimouswee severely injured.
nesses will be Mrs. John Jacob
LABOR FEDERATION
LOUISIANA
ed on trial tomorrow.
Chicago 6; Pittsburg 0.
Major Burnham's purpose, the Ex- ly favored nomination of Richard
The loss of lives in the towns
Mrs. J. B. Thayer and Colonel
Dncinnati 7; St. Louis 1.
Alexandria, La., April J2.- - Repre
Floyd Allen, the first man arrest- press story stated, was primarily that Sloan for Arizona district judge after
which are communicating with the sentatives of all the organized crafts
After Senator ed. Is still suffering' from a broken of guarding the mining and other investigating charges against him.
Grade.
Archibald
Southern League
outside world follows:
here today
Smith had cautioned the crowi leg, but was taken back to face the property in Mexico owned by John
in Louisiana were pres-Met at noon.
Nashville 0; Chattanooga 6.
House:
J. S.
Bush, Illinois, 18 dead, 40 injured. si the opening of the annus convenMobile 7; Montgomery 3.
Resumed consideration of post office
against demonstrations,
the
charges against him. With Victor Al- Hays Hammond, J. P. Morgan,
Wlllisville, Illinois, five, dead, 10 tion of the state Federation of Labor.
third officer of the Titanic, and len, Byrd Marion, Sldna Edwards, Ouggenheims and others, In whose In- appropriation bill.
Memphis 8; Atlanta 6.
a large
In addition to transuc-icNew Orleans
attacked injured.
one of the four officers to survive the Claude S. Allen and Friel Allen, he terests he made many trips Into MexBirmingham
Representative Campbell
ount of routine business the conAmerican Association-Indianap- olis
Colonel Roosevelt as one who "assailCampus, nilnols, three dead, six
disaster, was called as the first wit- is under indictment for murder. John ico. The article declared:
tention will consider and act uj on
ness.
1; Kansas City 5.
Moore, the seventh prisoner, is under
"Burnham's men are fully equipped ed every man who ventured to dis- Injured.12 several matters of important
the
to
en- indictment for felony, the charge be- and have several
nine
'dead,
on
Columbus
St. Paul 3.
him
Indiana,
with
Morocco,
5;
When Third Officer Boxhall
machine
questions."
any
agree
long range
Toledo 1: Minneapolis 5.
Naval affairs committee agreed to Injured.
tered the room. Senator Smith asked ing that he assisted the Aliens to es- guns. Nearly all of his command
organization and It will probably be
Louisville 4; Milwaukee 3, (11 is
Officials of the Illinois Central late in the week before the sessions
him to step aside and called P. A. S. cape. Sldna Allen and Wesley Ed- were former members of the Rough authorize $1,000,?wo for world wide
ef- - are concluded.
- wards are still at large.
unsuccessful
made
Interwireless
or
navy.
for
of
Riders
marine
railroad
the
nings.)
vice
system
today
corps."
Franklin,
president
Fifty Bodies
New York, April
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BREAKING INTO THE MAJOR LEAGUES
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MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1912.

A solution of the problem of the
floods along the Mississippi, Missouri
and Ohio rivers Is declared by O. H.
Maxwell of Chicago, to be a great national system for headwater control--

"The artificial reservoirs at the headwater," he said, "must be created to
take the place ot the natural reservoirs lower down which man has dethe river out
stroyed by shuttingfrom its natural overflow basis. Mr.
RESIDENTS OF WINDY CITY WILL Maxwell's experience in the work of
the Pittsburg flood commission gave
ENDEAVOR TO SECURE L'FE
weight to his views. "The practicaBOAT LEGISLATION.
bility of such a reservoir system has
he declared,
been demonstrated,''
Chicago, April 22. A mass meeting
by the
"by the facts ascertained
impelled by the lack of life boats on Pittsburg flood commission supplethe Titanic, will be held In Chicago mented by investigations made by the
aoon under the auspices of the Lea- United States geological survey and
gue for Public Safety to systematize other state and national agencies. It
the protection of the public against Is useless to say it can not be done.
similar dangers on land and sea. A It can be done at a cost entirely warcontinual and expert espionage i.ot ranted by the enormous benefits that
For Instance,
only of ocean liners and lake boats would be attained.
but of Are hazards and those in rail- - the work in the Ohio valley Is Justi
Iroad, mining and industrial opera- fied by the benefits in that valley
tions is the purpose, to uncover dan- alone, the work In the Missouri valgerous conditions, it is proposed to ley is justified by the benefits there.
make the League for Public Safety But in addition to that by holding the
scopo rivers back In reservoirs the flood
an organization of national
which shall employ competent mu- plane of those two rivers would be
rine, railroad, mining and mechanics) lowered. It easily would be practical
Inspectors to see that the laws for for Uncle Sam then to fix a line
the public's protection are enforced. along the levees and say to the Miss
"A national organization on lines isslppi 'thus far shalt thou go and no
Then Uncle Sam should
similar to the American National farther.'
and
with the same energy
forthwith
tne
purbut
for
Red Cross society
pose of preventing disaster, an or- that built the Panama canal revet
ganization of eternal vigilance, seems the banks, control the channel, pro
destined to result from the Titanic tect the levees from caving and pro
calamity," said a member of the com- tect every home in the Mississippi
mittee In charge. "There are other valley from Invasion by an enemy
tragic events, Including) the Iroquois that we ourselves have created, an
fire, which urge the need of system- enemy bred in our midst by our own
atically protecting human life. After indifference and false economy. We
the spasm of horror subsides only should spend ten million a year in the
persistent watchfulness and insistent Ohio valley, ten millions a year in
demands for safety will prevent the the Mississippi valley for the next 10
repetition of a similar disregard ot years. Then before another flood
safety of the public and It should be yeer came fortifications against the
put noon an enduring business basis." demon of destruction now raging in
Ocean and lake
travel, as well b the Mississippi valley would all have
In the Ohio valley
traction and railway travel, minlnc been completed.
and Industrial operations, buildinf alone the floods caused the loss anprecautions and fire hazards are ?airl nually of not less than fifty million
to need constant Investigations and dollars If we took the average o"
10 year periods."
Improvements, an emergency need.
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Dollar Sale

PROTEST

National Clab.
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In these day when baseball baa billons Is a problem which no one
become a groat profession as well j can solve, least of all the player him
at a great game and so many thou-- j self.
and American boys are looking fori Tne ranka of the big leagues are
ward to a big lea true career, perliap continually overcrowded. In them,
a few word from one who has Wn more than anything else, to my
through the experience might be ac-- i knowledge, there Is a competition
ceptable.
which is fierce and constant and
Tbe life of a professional ball play. wi,fc.n keeps a man keyed up to his
er appeals to the healthy boy more maximum endurance from start to
than ever before, and it Is right that flnjgn 0f the season's pennant race,
it should. I believe one of the most j ijhe young player finds himself
of the nation il thrust rudely into this grand mix-uwholesome effect
game has been the influence which it where it is every man for himself,
has exerted on the healthful outdoor wnere the ties of friendship or appre- Bfe and physical exeroise which it cation of past service amount to
Inspires in the young. But. like all nothing and where a man is Judged
Meals. I must say it fades on nltia-Mey ana wholly upon his present
flon, for it Involves a great deal of abilities.
hardship and disappointment. How,t ,g here that tne young play.
a
end
reays
in
it
the
ever,
certainly
knocks tuwi
tQ experlencc h;irder
for all his anxiety and labor.
have been his lot at any previous
The boy who Is to make the big time in his career. He usually releague player of the future gets hl ports in the spring to the major
experience on the sand lots, in the league club and goes south to fit
back yards, or on the outlying fields himself for the coming season. This
of his home town. Here he receives is a
trying period for him, and he
his first valuable reason In that invariably has to play for all that
training upon which his future suc- is in him to persuade the maneer of
cess is built.
hid fitness for a place on the club.
This is perhaps the most pleasant
hlm the very men
experience of the big league player's
he hag
tryag to
life, for any patty worries or cam follow; those men who have already
which may come to him then are made a success in the vocation he
quickly lost sight of in the dreams has chosen tor his own and ho finds
he builds for the future. I suppose it a hard struggle to displace these
every boy taking- part in these games tried veterans. Usually he doesn't
sees himself sometime as a Ty Cobb succeed the first year; sometimes he
or a Hans "Wagner, and the fact that has to
spend two or three years or
most of these dream never come more of
waiting for an opportunity
true doesn't make the battles of the which he sometimes thinks will nevcorner lot diamonds any less pleas- er come and when It does come, it
ant
is apt to be a failure. It is certainly
Most of the boys, of course, who
far from an encouraging outlook.
engage In these childhood pastimes
After one of these tryingi spring
go to higher schools or drift into
on which he has shown enough
trips
other occupations or lack ability
life
and
ability to persuade the manaenough to progress in the ranks ot
to
give him a chance, he comes
the professionals. But those who ger
to
take this chance only under
north
hare the most ability and most op- the most
discouraging! conditions. At
portunity in time make a good first all is
The
pleasant enough.
enough showing to be taken on by
his
have
been
watching
newspapers
somo independent club. Here the
are
and
exhibition
in
record
games
more
more
exacting,
training Is
almost always glad to give him a
steadying and more according to boost.
Generally they give him too
schedule. There is some of that sysMuch of a boost, and this is bad all
In
first
tbe
was
tern which
lacking
It raises the expectations of
- around.
shames of the player's earliest experand It makes it so much
vnWc
ience when he sometimes engaged taj
.,
harder for the natt man to make
m
.
.
I
good. DWfl a ball made out or carper, rugs.
new
When
the
"phenom" finally
TTara he iieiHns to lose eome of his
on a major leagu - diamond,
ideal view of baseball in the hard aPPears
he finds himself watched by thouknocks of practical experience and it
sands of curious eyes. He knows
is here, If ever, that he makes prothat
these people expect great things
gress enough io call his work to the of
for they have read the flathim,
scout
attention of sop major league
or tne iress. He xeeis
notices
It Is a proud day In tbe life of any terting
to
live up to their ex
anxious
very
ball player when he signs his first
hlR vork, and because
of
pectations
raucn
not
make
does
It
contract.
is so anxious, he grows nervous
difference how small the league is or he
to do himself justice.
and
unable
D
of
Class
how far down In the list
he fails to hit, he may field
Perhaps
of
a
organIs
at
least
it
part
clubs,
ized baseball and he is a real profes- poorly or get mixed in some bad play
on the bases.
sional ball player. He does not stop
It Is here that the older players on
to consider that there are thousands
of players signed up yearly in this the team begin to give him advice,
way and that only a few of them can and quite often blame him for plays
ever hope to rise to a big league which are not really his fault. If the
standard. He knows in a general young man has any spirit, it Is up to
way that many will fall, but he feels him to resent this and argue the matsure that, he will not be one of this ter out with his team mates.
number.
Usually the young player doesn't
It is here that the coach or mana- make good from the start. He takes
ger begins to drill into him his first part in several more games, perhaps
real lessons in professional baseball. fails in some of his best oportunities
He learns much in fielding, batting and is benched by the manager. It
and base running which he never Is here the older olayers begin to
dreamed of before. He begins to see get after him and make Jife miserhow really little he did know about able for a while just as the older
the game and how much he must im students haze the new men in many
prove if he is ever to attain his am- colleges.
This Is the time when the young
bition. This minor league practice is
a great school, and like all schoolt, player is having the crudeness and
lack of finish of his bush league
it involves hard work and many
days ground out of him and the polThe young player in the minor lea- ish and finish of the big league playgues has his eye fixed from the first er's work substituted In its place.
on the majors with their high salar- This. I believe, is the real turning
ies and bright honors. He pictures point of a big league player's life. If
himself as standing on the diamond he has natural ability and faith in
some afternoon with many thousands himself and has spirit enough and
of spectators applauding his brilliant perseverance enough to stand the
feats. The picture looks very good abuse and sarcasm which Is heaped
to him so he works for it according- upon him from the other players, he
is bound to make good, but if he bely.
He may stay in the minor leagues comes disheartened and discouraged,
one year or several years, but some which is more than likely to be the
day, If he is persevering and has it case, he loses his nerva and has no
in him. his work will attract the at prospect but a speedy return to the
tentlon of a major league scout. In minors.
this way he Is recommended to some
In short, this is the last and most
one or more of the big league clubs strenuous experience of all. If the
and after a good deal of negotiation young player falls here, he falls for
he reaches the first step in the final all time, but if he wethers the storm
realizations of his hopes and Is be is fairly embarked on a career as
a major league player which should
signed on as a big league player.
He Is now fairly entered upon the last, barring accidents, for several
career for which he has worked and years, and which should repay him
struggled so lone-- but after all, he Is In good measure for the difficulties
no more than fairly entered. What and hardships he has bad to undergo
he will do after he gets there and In Its achievement. Prom May Base- how nearly he will live up to his ani- -
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MONDAY

and TUESDAY
ONLY

These Monday and Tuesday Dollar Sales are genuine money savers for all who attend
them. The items offered at these sales are unprecedented values and can only be had
on the days specified.

CASH

ONLY-N-

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.

O

12 yds. TOWELING

yds. of good Linen Crash, bleached, either
plain or border effects, worth 10c per yard, for
Monday and Tuesday, 12 yds. for
12

$100

6

WOMEN'S VESTS

$1.00

Women's silk finished vests of good quality,
all sizes and several styles, worth 20c each,
special, 6 for
$f.OO

75c

PETTICOATS,

TWO FOR

$1.00

Women's black Percaline petticoats, with
deep stitched flounce, worth 75c each, special,
two for
$1.00

ha.3

HOUSE DRESSES

$1.25

$1.00

.

$1.00

A good variety of House dresses in either
plain ot fancy effects, good styles and materials,
worth 1.25 each, special, each
$1mOQ

10 yds.

INDIA LINON

$1.00

A nice quality of India Linon, smooth, close
texture, 32 inches wide, worth 12c per yard,
special, 10 yds, for

$100

14 yds.

BLEACHED

MUSLIN

$1.00

A nice quality ojleached muslin, full 36 inches wide, worth 9c per yard, special for Monday and Tuesday, 14 yds. for
$1,00

Vea'LoadingS'torG

&.j$o$enwtidt Son
'&

Established

1862

South SidoPlaja

.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

-

-
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ADVERTISED GOODS

wH

Bn.
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BBbV
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HR'

Wtlt

tfWBB

BBBHav

';wl

BBsH

HSSS?

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put, his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

MB!

Sw

MBf

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

A COLONIAL BELLE
m

The charming, vivacious heroine of

Randall Parrish's latest romance will
crip your interest from the moment
sne meets her dashing soldier lover

fresh from the rigors of Valley Forge, on a
perilous mission for General Washington.

MY LADY OF

DOUBT

In this fine romance of the American Revolution,
which we have made arrangements to print,
Parrish is at his best. The plot is original, the
action exciting, the end dramatic. Don't miss
the thrilling scenes in the underground vault!

Story Begins Soon and You Will Enjoy
Every Installment of It

of the faculty of the University of many mill
centers outside of New
Tennessee before he was appointed England.
During the week several
Nashville, Tenn., April 22. Many education
commissioner of the Unit- important
organizations, anion rr tham
of ed States
distinguished
representatives
by President Taft.
the Master Mechanics' Association
southern social circles and of eduof
America, the National Association of
cational institutions of the north and
Cotton Manufacturers, the American
the south arrived here today to atBIG TEXTILE 8HOW.
Cotton
Manufacturers'
tend as guests the wedding of Miss
association
Boston, Mass., April 22. The third and
the Knit Goods manufacturers
Hannah
to
Johnson
Dr.
PhilanMary
national exhibition of textile machin- will hold
their meetings here.
der Priestly Claxton, United States ery, mill supplies and general textile
commissioner
of education, which products under the
auspices of the
will be solemnized tomorrow In Textile Exhibitors' association
if you want to get the want you
opened
want to get, you want to
Christ church. Miss Johnson, who waa here today at the Mechanics'
get your
building
the librarian of the Carnegie library and will remain open through the en- want In a want getter. The Optlo
wanta you to get tbe want you
of Nashville, is the daughter of Mrs. tire week.
want
Every process of .nanu-factn- re to
get Try the 'Want Ads" and see
Hannah Payne Johnson of Virginia
is showm and a sp?c!al de
and a lineal descendant of Lucy partment is devoted to
power ma
Spotawood, daughter of the noted co- chinery and appliances for the generPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
lonial governor of Virginia. Her fath- ation and transformation of nower
er was George S. Johnson, a son of for mills and factories. The exhibi- Your druggist will refund money if
the late Colonel Anthony Wayne tion has attracted textile men from PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
ease of Itching. Blind, niwn
Johnson. Dr. Claxton was a member all parts of New England and from
Protruding Piles in to 14 days. IMHs
NOTED

EDUCATOR

TO MARRY.
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Excelsior Springs, Mo., Is declared to
tlon in the acate more effective, and J by Senator
Paw, a compulsory edc
be a candidate.
that shall furnish all school officers cation law, repealing
n
1,
Federal Court
with a clear, coherent and workable section IKS, Co
of 189",
O. A Cord was appointed a United
code of our entire school system.
haper 141 Laws of 1903, etc. Refer
States commissioner at Coldwater.
the
most
to committee on education. The
Among
features
red
prominent
DAY
Valencia county by Judge William H
of the code herewith submitted foi bill makes the
A
compulsory school age
Pope of the federal court. In the
consideration are the following:
seven to 16 years.
caee of Luis Napoleon, bankrupt, of
Art. 4. Provides for a bond for the
House Bill No. 4, by Speaker Baca,
Santa Fe, the court ordered him t
superintendent of public instruction, the capltol extension bill, was refer
appear and sho w cause why the bill
as secretary-treasure- r
of the state red to the committee on finance after American
Financial Occupation of (he Little Republic Has Result
of Bale transferring his saloon busl
board of education.
lr had been read In full for Informa
LARGE NUMBER OF GAME FISH ness to .Tames Lopez should not be BODY PAS'S E 3 BILL AUTHORIZ
in
Art. 8. Will provide uniform blanks tion.
ed
Putting to an End Much of the Ancient and Time Honset aside in the interest of interveu
ING
IMPROVEMENTS
HAVE BEEN PLACED IN THE
ON
for all school reports throughout the
House Bill No. 2. by Speaker Baca
Graft-Further
ored
Control of the Customs Department Will
lng creditors. This matter U bei'ort
STATE CAPITOL
state, and appropriation to pay for for paving certain streets at the capi8TATE STREAMS
Prevent
More
the court today.
Successful Revolutions.
Any
the same.
tal CKy. was read in full for informa
Santa Fe, N. M., April 22. Satur
Under Title II. All boards of res tion and was referred to the commitSanta Fe, N. M., AJrll 22. B. C.I
Santo Domingo, March 28. The vis-(hin sympathy with the Monroe doc-day afternoon was Speaker Baca t en's and trustees shall organize an tee on finance.
Hoselkus, of the Lost Lake Fish hat-- j
day In the hou6e. Two of his pet nually on the second Monday in
Senator Cramprfon for the commit It of Secretary Knox to the Dominic trine, so much the worse.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
chery at Creede, Colo., was a visitor
measures, a bill providing for an ex March. They shall also keep records tee on judiciary, reported a snbstltute an republic had a peculiar interest for
That something of the sort is now
in the capital for a short time last
FOR THE WEEK
tension of the capltol, and another flat wil enable an expert to audit for Senate Joint Resolution No. 18, him, because it is here that the I
is one of the stories that the
brewing
Hosevening and this morning. Mr.
measure providing for the paving ot their books each year. The educa- providing for the appointment of a
States is demonstrating what it visitor to the Dominican republic ii
selkus is the great authority on fish
the streets around the capltol and tional institutions of the state shall be commission of five by the governor can do to assist a struggling republic told.
culture in the west and has furnished
Monday.
around the Plaza were passed and thatlmoledel after the state university as to visit at its own expense San Diego If iiven control of its customs.
President Victoria is not popular
many thousanls of trout to New MexOpening of the annual exhibition bjr such overwhelming vote, that the. far as
There is no doubt of the great ben- and the government is admitted to be
and San Francisco to locate sites for
practicable.
ico In tho past fe wyears. He Is on of Vancouver. B. C, Horse Show asArt. 88 adds United States history a New Mexico building for the Pana efit that has accrued he Dominican weak.
majorities must be taken as a testi-- !
When President Caceres was
his way home from Capitan, Lincoln sociation.
monial to his personal popularity and to the subjects required to be taugbt
republic through the American finan- shot to death, Alfredo Victoria, who,
eximsKions.
county, where he delivered 1,000 large
Opening of annual invitation golf strength as well as of the Justice and In all common schools of the state
Not only is 'he at the age of 27 was the commander
he resolution was passed under cial "occupation."
mouthed bass to the keepers of the tournament of San Gabriel, Cal., wisdom of the measures.
Art. 90 fixes the school year from suspension of the rules by 17 aye country steadily discharging her for- of the army, assumed control of the
Hepresen
lakes of the El Paso and Northeastern Country club.
tative Catron stood by him nobly and .nly first of one yeHr ro June tnlr and no dissen'ing vote.
eign obligations, originally ertima.ed affairs. He summoned the members
railroad. These fish were obtained
Grover Hayes vs. Sammy Trott, 10 spoke
at 140,000,000, pnd meeting the Inter- of the council or ministers to him one
for the measures in no tin eith of the next.
up
from lakes near Gretna, Nebraska, rounds, at Canton, o.
est on her loan from New York bank- at a time and 'oreed the election of
certain terms, so that Representative
Art. 95 classifies all school districts
Beware of Ointments rcr catarrh
and although many were a year old
Moreno was led to remark:
Tuesday.
"How in the state as city districts and rum!
ers, but Internal improvements are his uncle as president. He made himThat
Contain
Mercury
and from six to eight Inches long, they
Opening of Washington state shoot-ln- lovely it is to see these two leglsla-- districts.
as mercury win surely destroy the being made hq3 tbus far fhe roverr-ment- s self minister of war, and,
having the
arrived at their destination with the
tournament at Spokane, Wash.
has
tire brethren dwell together in peace Arts. Ill to 120 inclusive, creates a sense of smell and completely de
able to hold out support 'of the army, has since rulrd
the
whole
loss of only 20. Game Warden Tho- svstem when enterrange
Opening of Mississippi state tour- - at last, and for the first tlm.e"
The only Do- according to common report, his uncle
county board of education, and givec ing It through ti e mucous surfaces against revolutionists.
mas P. Gable says that considering nament at
not
in sympathy hein
minicans
Under the terms of House Bill No. it power to transact the business of Such articles
Laurel, Miss
little more than a flgure-heda- .
wholly
should never be used
the facilities this Is a remarkably
Stake entries close for the grand 2. the Capltol Addition commission the rural districts whenever the
on prescriptions from reput with the arrangement seem to be
The relatives of the two Vicexcept
low percentage of loss.
able physicians as the damatn they those who profited under the old or- torias have been well taken care
circuit meeting at Columbus, O.
consist of the governor, secre-- dents therein do not do so. This
of In
will
This is not the first time, howevei.
fold to the good you der of
Abe Attell vs. Billy
of state, the state auditor, th'able the people to have school for can do Is
minor offices, and this h?.s given rise
25
things.
ierive from them Hall's
posslht'
tha tMr. Hosselkus has accomplished rounds, at Sacramento, Cal.Carroll,
That some profited appears probable to the prevailing complaint of Nepocommissioner of public lands and the full five months each year as provid- - Cartarrh ' we, manufactured
by F In
transportation feats. He has made
- y
Unlon Baseball association
J.
the light of the fact that the Do- tism.
addition
The
d
Cher
i
attorney
s
sha"
the
Co.,
general.
constitution
Toledo.
by
O.,
opens
nri mercury, and Is
shipments of eyed fish eggs to Ger- its season with Great Falls at
erected across the east end of th.
taken in- minican republic is receiving greater
The assassination of Caceres Is atArt. 121 and 123 provides for one
actlne directlv
ternal)
many and Japan with the paltry loss den, Helena at Salt Lake
returns
""tension
from
the
customs
tributed
Its
ever
of
than
in
and
director
each
by many to hatred of Frede
present
building
derural
City and
district, and
blood md mucous surfaces of the
of ten per cent. The fish just deliver- Butte
is to cost not to exceed $150,000. A (fines his duties. It also fixes the system
55 per cent of rlco Velasquez, who. as minister of fin
after
at Missoula.
before,
deducting
in
Hall's Catarrh
buying
ed will spawn next month, which
bond Issue of $10.1,000 is authorized to 'school age from f. to 21.
'Of 'i" sure you get the
soutn central Baseball
genuine. It the whole, which is applied to the ance, dominated the Caceres govern
league
is
taken
Adt. 124 proposes the city board
Internally and made In To- payment of its debts and interest. rcent. Of tern appealed to to remove
its season with Texarkana at be payable in not less than 20 no-- !
opens
will soon have as many fish as it can
ledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co This is due In
part, of course, to the Vflasquez, C'aco'.es would reply. "I
Longview, Paris at Marshall and Cle- - more than 40 years, to bear not tflj?hall have five members, elected at Testimonials free.
support. The bas wate seined from burne
five
exceed
of
cent
better
business methods wr go aow.i With him, ftrsL" Sine
interest.
The
on
the
adoption
per
at
large,
second
Mondav
in
June
Sold
Tyler.
by Druggists. Price 76c per
the Nebraska lake with a seine 40
bonds are not ito he sold for less than tor a five years Jerm.
and a revision of the custom rates in- tue assassination Velasquez has
bottle.
Wednesday.
feet in length drawn by noises ant
Take Hall'B Family Pills for con viting Increased imports and exports. cut of the (oi.rtry and until a ie.
Art. 139 to 145, inclusive, provides
Opening of annual bench show of par and shall be issued in denomlna
were transnorted In Urer. tnho
sitipation.
It Is hinted that frauds against the days ago was In St. Thomas.
the
D. C. Kensel club (ions of not more than $1,000 each. A to ra county high school.
Washington,
The large mouthed black bass and
tax
for
ten
are still possible in the
interest
and
163
Art.
special
government
Among the t:neets at American
after
Eddie MG'ty vs. "Kid" George,
provides for quarterly exa- D14.LAS HOST
ordinary catfish, says Mr. Gable,
OF ODD FELLOW8 matter of the exnendtiure of the mo later Russell's
a
for
le- minations for teachers in al
to
is
years,
be
fund,
sinking
reception for Mr. Knox
at
rounds'
counties
Cal.
"are well adapted to the waters of!10
Dallas, Tex., April 22. The annual ney turned over to it, and the con- at the
vied.
was the archbishop
of the state.
legation
GteorSe8 Carpentier vs. Willie Lew
central and southern New Mexico ami!
meetings of the state grand lodge of struction of the new boulevard that of Santo Domingo, who has the disAs Speaker Baca explained. New
Art.
172
173
and
u
provides that poll the
rounas, at fans, France.
to his mind make th ideal Qtva- - tnt la'
Order of Odd Fel- stretches west from the city 17 miles tinction of being the first
Central Baseball league opens its Mexico has a grant of 200,000 acres tax be paid to the county treasurer lows Independent
archbishop
private ponds. Mr. Hosselkus does not
and the State Rebekah assem- along the sea coast, at a cost
for
$20,- - in the western hemisphere,
capltol
and
thf
with
improvements
taxes.
as his
other
not hatch bass in his hatchery In Co- season with Ft. Wayne at Dayton, state and
will therefor1;
the
Art. 174 omits the extra bond for bly, which opened their four days' 000 per mile, is cited as an instance bishopric was the first to be establish
ieople
Grand
at
Rapids
Springfield, Terre be reimbursed
lorado, but has contracts to obtain
eventually for this ex the county treasurer to safeguard session here today, have attracted where the government did not drive ed In the new world. He wore a tiny
them. He has furnished over 4,000,000 Haute at South Bend, Toungstown at
several thousand Odd Fellows and a very hard bargain. However, the American flag on his breast and a
which Is highly necessarv school funds. The sections
penditure
requiring Rebekahs
eyed eggs of the Mountain and Rain Zanesville, Erie at Canton and Wheel- because of the Inadequate room and this
from all parts of Texas to boulevard is a Srt.tendld improvement cap ribbon, reading IT. S. S. Washingunder the present law is repealed
bow trout to the state of Colorado ing at Akron.
in the repealing clause of the propo- this city. This morning the grand affording a delightful t'vre and has ton on his arm.
crowding of the present capltol.
alone. He called on Governor McThursday.
House Bill No. 2, alto by the speak sed act.
Former President C. F. MoraMr Is
lodge and the Rebekah assembly held encouraged the use of automobiles
Donald in regard to bass for New
Opening of annual spring golf tour-- er, provides for the
with brict
Art. 175 permits persons living a heir joint opening meeting at the and some 35 cars at', t'.w owned 'n one of the political prisoners he'd at
paving
Mexico streams and the matter was nament of the Country club of Atlan of the
four streets around ithe capltol great distance from school in
their Majestic theater, where they were Santo Domingo. The government pal- the capital. Recently there is satd
taken under advisement It Is neces- tic City.
and the streets on the north, east and own district to attend school In an- welcomed by the mayor of Dallas and ace has been rebuilt into an excellent have been a mutiny at the barracks
sary to order ahead as Mr. Hosselkus
Opening of annual bench show of west sides of the plaza, the
several other
other district nearer them.
prominent citizens. structure, and this, with the boule- and 16 soldiers were shot. The mow
does not hach fish unless especially the Tacoma Kennel club, Tacoma. tiary to furnish the brick free peniten
'of
cost
Past
177
Art.
Grand
Master W. F. Bogges re- vard and other improvements, has hopeful view of the present situation
provides for compulsory atordered. He prefers to ship "eyed ' Wash.
and if practical, to furniBh convict tendance from the
os
behalf
of the grand lodge been made possible through American is found in the history of former re
7
sponded
to
of
15, un
age
a
eggs which insures safer delivery.
Baseball league labor for the work, the cost to be less the
volutions, for it Is said that tliee
pupil completes the eighth and Miss Bessie Dolton on behalf of financial supervision.
"Eyed" eggs are the spawn advanced opens Its season with Denlson at
borne one half by the state and the grade earlier In life.
movements had been successful usualThe
weak
in
the
spot
convention,
the
Rebekah
which
she
assembly of
to the point of eye development and
Greenville at Bonham, Wteh-lt- other half by abutting property own
to some who took the occa ly within three wfiakfLltat alL ti,,
Art. 178 provides for truant officers is the president.
according
An
elaborate
promeans the shipment of fertile eggs
Falls at Ardmore and Damn: at ers or the city authorities.
in each district.
gram has been arranged for the two sion of Mr. Knox's visit to express latest disturbance has continue!,
only.
Sherman.
It was explained that the state
their views, is tha the American con- two months without threatening th
Art. 179 provides for excusing per- meetings.
Prisoner for Pen
Carolina Baseball association opens would be under obligation anyway to sons in rural schools from vaeclna-tino- ,
trol is limited to the custom houses. capital itself.
Ellas Garcia, sheriff of Rio Arriba Its season with Spartanburg at pave the streets around the
capltol
except when there is Imminent SECOND TRIAL OF MURDER CASE There remain the internal dues, stamp
"WOMEN ALL AT SEA.'
county arrived in Santa Fe from his Greenville, Greensboro at Winston-Sale- and fronting the palace of the gover-ors-, danger of smallpox.
M Reno, Okla., April 22. The case taxes, liquor taxes and consumption
home In Coyote with W. C. Downing,
and Anderson at Charlotte.
There are thousands of women towhich are state property and that
Art. 182 provides for the free text of Maurice Welghtman, one of the de- taxes, which, if honestly administer
convicted of forgery and sentenced to
should return about $2,000,000 an- day entirely at sea, ao to speak, as
through this measure, the local prop- books when the people of a
Friday.
county fendants in the Gentry murder case ed,
not less than one year and not more
National championships of the erty owners and the city would bear want it so.
These, which amount to far as their ailments are concerned
nually.
at Oklahoma City, was called for trial
than 15 months in the state peniten Amateur Fencers' league of America one half the actual expense.
about 25 per cent of the total income
Many are Buffering in silence rathArt. 183 provides for free traveling here today,
to
been
having
brought
House Bill No. 9, a pet measure of libraries.
tlary.
er
under
of
continue
the
at New York.
the
than consult a physician, while
government,
El Reno on change of venue. Weight-maSan Juan County Institute
of the Dominican officials and many others have sought advice an
control
Pacific Coast lnterscholastic track Representative Mullens, an act entitl
Art. 191 prohibits dancing in school
is
ccused of complicity in the
ed an act relative to the inspection oi housee.
County Superintendent of Schools meet at Berkeley, Cal.
furnish a loophole for the revolution- taken medicines without help and are
murder of T. J. Gentry, who was shot
J. L. G. Swlnney,
of Aztec, writes!
bees
and
ists, of whom there are always a few literally discouraged.
Matt Wells vs. Packey McFarland,
Art. 193 prohibits secret societies and killed in his home on
creating the office of county
the night
that the San Juan county normal in 0 rouna8, at New York.
at least.
inspector of bees and apiaries, to pro among the pupils and students of
Such women should remember that
of January 7 last. The wife of the
stitute will be held during the first
vide for the prevention and spread ot any school in his
The
state
of
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comthe
American
state.
Lydla
theory
Saturday.
slain man; Weigh tmon, her brother,
two weeks of June instead of the last
Art. 200 fixes the date for annual
cannot
is
of spring meeting of Ken- bee diseases and penalties fcr failufP
revolutions
that
department
pound
may be relied upon to act.
Opening
and Jesse K. Mackey, who is said to
two weeks in August as had been pre
to obey the provisions of this act and school elections
thrive unless the custom houses fall promptly and thoroughly in such
on the second Mon- have been on terms of
tucky Racing association at Lexingwith
intimacy
to provide funds for carrying out this
viously announced.
into the hands of the disturbers. Re- cases. It strengthens the nerves and
ton.
day in June, at a time when schools the wife. Mrs.
Gentry has been con- move the sinews of war or make their
act and to repeal all acts or parts cf are closed, and
Incorporation
of
Coonr
teachers are not un- victed and sentenced to life imprisonof spring meeting
muscles and restores the female sysOpening
Articles of Incorporation have been
acts in conflict with this act, was der contract to teach with
a knowl- ment for her share in the crime. Mac-ke- seizure impossible because of Ameri- tem to a normal healthy condition.
d'Alene Racing association at .Man,
filed with the state corporation commade the special order.
can control and the disturber Is helpedge that the new board will not reIdaho.
made a complete confession to
mission by yie Baxter Gulch Gold
The act is designed to stamp out the tain them another
less.
Peace and prosperity follow loof
enMaryof
It
year.
also
spring meeting
Opening
secure Immunity, attaching all the
disease of Foul Brood among bees and ables the
Mining company of White Oaks. The
Md
gically.
board
to
at
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
outgoing
a
club
make
land
Pimlico,
Jockey
new concern will conduct a general
blame upon the wife and her
provided that upon application of five complete report of the school
The Americans, apparently, were so
A meeting of the stockholders of the
beannual relay carnival or
year
Eighteenth
more beekeepers in any county, fore turning books or
mining business. The capital Is givanxious to conclude the financial ar- Las Vegas Masonic Building associaover to
of Pennsylvnla.
en at $200,000.
Then ames of the in- at the University
the board of county commissioners the new board, which reports
rangement with the Dominican repub- tion will be held at the Masonic Temis to organize
NAVAL WEDDING
shall appoint a competent beekeeper on the first
corporators, their postofflce addresses
lic that they took what they could get ple In East Las Vegas, N. M.,
Monday in July.
"M-April
,,ttle W had 8 very severe to be inspector of bees and
adn the amount of stock held by each
April 22. Many out of at the moment. Now It is a
Baltimore,
226
Art.
apiaries.
to try
permits homesteaders to
I was Recommended
question 22, 1912, at 8 o'clock p. m for the
cold.
of
town
a
follows: Christ Yearger, White Oaks,
This
number
guests,
including
inspector shall prescribe and en borrow money, for erection and
whether the Internal revenues are not purpose of electing a board of direcrhambcrlaln,g Cmgh RemedVf and
equip
2n,000 shares: N. C. Thompson, White kefore a small bottle was finished he force such rules as he may deem nee
officers and their wives, came sufficient to stake a
ping school houses, on notes, when naval
s
revolutionary tors, as provided in the
of
Oaks. 25,000 shores; John Linahan, El was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H. essary to stamp out contagious dis
for tne woddlng movement. It was
out tha' said association, and for the transactthey are not permitted to bond thet0 Baltimore
pointed
Silks.
Street, Sydney ease among bees. The act
Paso. 25.000 shares: B. F Winters.
Dowllng
of Miss Credilla Miller, daughter of there is
provides district
nothing to prevent a rebelli- ing of such other business as may leIs for sale
El Paso, 25,000 shares; J. E. Wharton, Australia. This remedy
Mr ad M' Lawrence Vernon
With' a full realization
for
the
authority
a
of
direct
ous leader pledging these incomes for gally come before such meeting.
assessing
all
dealers
tiy
rethat
the
El Paso, 10,000 shares.
tax on bees, to the extent of seven vision and
c"y'
Wil,iam! a loan with which to finance a revo
JOHN S. CLARK, President.
proposed codes may con- Santa Fe Postmastershlp
cents annually on each colony.
tain some grammatical errors had Carter Wlckham, V. S. N., son of lutlon. If the pledge is made to in- A. D. HIGGINS,
Secretary.
before
wnile
look
win
a
You
oi
The Santa Fe county republican
and Mrs- Henr T- Wichkam oi terests inimical
This week the county salary law may contain provisions n
to the United States
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12,
wM,k ! lMra better medicine for coughs
find
you
central commltit.ee meets todav and
will come , p in both houses and is manv hnno.ti, x,ft
Richmond, Va.
.,.,.
u.
or to bankers whose governments are 1912.
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
UJt WltU
will discuss the Santa Fe postmaster Remedy.
It not only gives relief-s- hip. likely to be passed without much de- suranoe that it is an honest effort on
Report has it that George W. it cures. Try it when you have a lay.
the part of your committee to assi-eac- h
AttniJo has withdrawn as a candidate cough or cold, and you are certain
Revision of School Laws
child within the state to gain t
wlth thJf promptK "SS
and that the matter will be. held li t0Mhe,
The following is the report Dn the thorough
all
effect.
and complete education,
For
by
revision of the school laws:
abeyance. Leo Hersch, B't present a; dealers.
submit this report, together with th
The committee found the territorial
proposed code, for your charitable
school laws, which it was proposed consideration
and Judgment.
to revise, and make conform to, and
Yours very
respectfully,
be consistent with, the contsitution
ALVAN N. WHITE,
of the state of New Mexico, a compi
Member
lation of laws that includes numerous
(Dr.) M. F. DESMARAIS,
subjects very remotely related to a
(Dr.) M. D. TAYLOR,
While Eczema, Acne, Totter, &alt Rheum, etc., are troubles which affect unflorm system of free
schools.
public
(Supt.) JOS. S. HOFER,
the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle. These affections
are oaused by irritating humors, or uratic acid in the blood. Such impurities as wen as inconsistencies, conflicts
Secretary,
Account Annual Reunion Scottish Rite Masons
inflame and irritate the delicate
k
Committee on Revision.
of fibrous tissue which lies just and repetitions. Many of its prcvi
beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thus sions fitted territorial conditions, but
Senate
produced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually are not suited to our rapidly growing
Senator Miera asked to be excused
while
blood
the
remains
This
infected.
21st.
causes
exudation
keptup
the form- stale The committee therefore pro-?k- Monday and a
ation of scales and crusts so often seen in Eczema, and when
pair with Senator
The most important place to use
are
they
,
to
law-an.end existing
was announced.
scratched off the flesh is left raw and more susceptible to other infection.
the sick room. Tout
It can very readily be seen then that to produce a cure the circulation must commend such new legislation as A petition from the Ladies' hos- pure ice iswillin tell
physician
you that it is absobe purified and cleansed. This S. S. S. will do. It goes down to the very seems wise at this time, and to codify
pital at Silver City was presented by lutely necessary to have PURE ice
bottom, removes all humors and impurities, neutralizes the excessive acids ex'stlng laws and the
Good for Return Until April 29th
proponed Senator McCoy.
of the system and in this way removes the cause of disease. Local applicafor the sick room as well as for other
amendments and new legislation.
tions can only soothe the irritation and assist in keeping the skin clean;
Senator
Clark
presented petitions
they There has been no
never produce a cure because such treatment does not reach the blood.
attempt to revo- from various towns of New Mexico household uses. Our Ice is PURE
S. S S. restores to the thin, acrid blood all its lost properties, makes it lutionize the
can depend on it being so. Orgeneral plan of our In favor of "the manly sport of box- you
pure and rich and enables it to nourish the skin and keep it soft, smooth school
der
today.
but
the
committee has ing" and signed by more than two
system
and healthy. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all
who write.
attempted to add such features to the thousand names.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. same as will make the work of educa
Senate Bill No. 105, was Introduced
Phone Main 227.
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the forked bolt with their
Nature is neither HOUSE MAY CONSIDER
power.
cruel nor Ida4 or rather it is both.
ESTABLISHED 1879.
It operates along the Immutable path
SEVERAL CONTESTS
Published By
of laws that strike down all that opTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
pose it and raise up all who conspire
(Incorporated)
with it for their own or mankind's LOWER BRANCH OF THE LEGISMen reflects little credit up
LATURE EXPECTS TO TRANSgood.
M. PADGETT
,
EDITOR on helr own sense of justice and
ACT MUCH BU8INESS.
they grossly blaspheme the Creator
when they take no note of the rising
Santa Fe, N. M., April 22 The
standards by which the world Is mear-Ha- house this afternoon may take up the
'ts conception of God and thej contest of three republicans against
Entered at the pottotflce at East nobler attributes wHb which It is three democrats which cases are
Him.
now pending in the committee on
Vegas, New Mexico, for txansmls- - clothing
toti through the United States mails! There are so many finer, grander. privileges and elections. The cases
more majestic aspects of the great are as follows:
mm second class matter.
disaster to consider that only a shrivJ. L. LInson of Union, contesting
eled mind, a withered heart and soul, the seat of Juan D. Casados; Marce-llnTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
can see only an, Old Testament God's
Martinez of Mora, contesting tht
Dally, by Carrier:
and unreasoning justice in the seat of Refinio
$ .05 angry
9mr Co$j
Ixpez; A. D. Hacheco
1,500
16 catastrophe that overwhelmed
One Week
of Colfax, contesting the seat of M.
The very hugeness of C. Martinez.
S human beings.
Om. Month
the
dwarfs
cataclysm
everything thai
7.60
It is probable that the committee
One Tear
is samll and mean In the association
will report at least some of these
Dally by Mali
of God with It. Ijei us say raither that
$6.00
One Year
cases when the house meets late toIf God had meant to punish the guil3.00
fflx Months
day. The house leaders assert that
ty He wonld have punished them
the house will iass about 50 bills
njKirl and that the sword of His wrath
week and the senate cannot
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
never yet fell deliberately upon the this
them with obstruct'ng legislaGROWER
charge
women and the children whom magnition. The senate expects to take up
One Year
$2.00 ficent men
save at the precious cost
1.00
Mx Months
some of the big bills this week, proh
of their own lives, or upon the other
the public lands bill, which will
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip magnificent men who die at the post ably
require several days' consideration in
of duty.
tions)
Let us rather contemplate the stu- committee on the whole.
Remit by draft, check or money
order. It sent otherwise we will not pendous verities revealed in the spec
table of the
power of death
responsible for loss.
WORK RESUMED AT LOWELL
the walls between
'Specimen copies free on applica- - and duty. whWl
22. FollowLowell. Mass., April
caste and class and station crumble
ton.
of
weeks
that reidleness
four
ing
beneath the onslaught of ihe waves.
and lockout
strike
from
the
sulted
at
the
Let
us
rather
awed,
gaze
mighty
Ui PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
truth that in that terrible moment that began March 25, all of the texTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
there were neither rich nor poor, first tile mills in lxwell resumed opera
PAID FOR.
Simii'tpneotisly the
cabin nor steerage. iasBenger nor tions today.
to an at
new
scale
wage
amounting
Advertisers are guaranteed the crew, captain nor stoker, but only
en- erage Ir.cresse of 10 per cent v3,it
men
creatures
God's
and
women,
largest dally and weekly circulation
at any newspaper in Northwestern dowed with the common heritage of into forre. More than 15,0Wj mf'l
New Mexico.
humanity, equal at the judgment bar workers are benefited by the wage
of the waters if" not before the trib- advance.
unals of men.
TELEPHONES
Let us rather stand at salute as we
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2
RETAIL MERCHANTS MEET.
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9 see heroic mai of millions and heroic
liozeman, Mont., April 22. Severman of the third cabin, magnificent al
hundred retail merchants from variAmerican
citizen and magnificent im- ous!
MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1912.
parts of the state were in attendmigrant, splendid officer and no less ance when the two days' annual
'ook-Insplendid menial of the galleys
of the Montana Retail MerA LITTLE LAY SERMON
daunt lesI.v in the face of death, meeting
association was opened here
chants'
giving their Mves for the women and
The report of President F.
It was inevitable that somebody the children and drawing no cruel today.
M. Lockman, of Missoula, which was
whose theology is of a past centurr lines of rank Detween them, but payshowed
should interpret, the Titanic dlsastet ing homage o sex and render years. read at the opening meeting,
a prosperous condition of the associaan
was
tnere
Here
divine
and
visited
retribution
exception,
upon
tag
one transgressor against the moral but it only proved the inspiring rula tion. Several important questions
are
law or a class or coterie of people that whenever and Wherever England affecting merchants in this state
at
this
considered
to
meeting,
bp
w'lo forgot tlie more sympathetic Im- and America have "expected every
necmunities in their love for vain display, man to do his duty," they have never with a view of obtaining certain
the Kansas City Journal. Fifty or been disappointed or betrayed. Let essary legislation.
hundred years ago such a belief us be even more Just and generous
VANCOUVER HORSE SHOW
have had far wider acceptance than that and say that human valor is
Vancouver, B. C, April 22.
" tn it has itoda.v, when a higher and not matter of color or race or nationand lovers of fine horses are
view of (Jod's justice is enter- ality, but t t, despite Individual cowtained. Today the world believes that ards, the vast majority of men are here from all over the northwest for
God is infinitely fairer than men and heroes and set high and far ahead in the fifth annual exhibition of the Van
even man's crude justice lights only the hour of need and danger and couver Horse Show association, which
s
tonight and continues through
upon the guilty in the way of punish- death the flag of the universal
tne week, i ne snow una year prom
ment, though the consequences of hu- hood,
If we do this we shall have no ises to eclipse all of He predecessors.
man sin and error are "visited upon
the children even unto the third and oom for bigotry and injustice. We Prizes aggregating $8,000 have been
fourth generation." But it is neither shall rise on the wings of higher and hung up and cover nearly every class
God's work nor His will lliat
this nobler thoughts to higher and nobler of blooded horses.
should be so, in the minds of the things than vengeance and the cow
uubigoted and those who have a ard will be too low and small to be
forqider
conception of His mercy even despised. The fact that he is a
There is something inexpressibly re- coward will be the worst punishment
volting in the very thought that hun- of all.
Let us bury with their heroic bodies
dreds of innocent people should be
sent to a horrible death in order to the memory of faults and weaknesses,
punish even the guiltiest. This view and even the gravest offenses of those
is so barbarous that it la almost ata- who violated the laws of God and
vistic, for it belongs to the age oi men in their lifetime but washed away
savage vengeance. Hundreds of inno- their sins in the engulfing flood.
Let us watch the ship go down with
cent people did go to their death as
the result of cupidity or carelessness heroes standing at salute, instead of
n nusguiaeu confidence or omer gloating with smug and
griovoua human error, but God may bigorty in the reflection that a rich
safely he left out of the matter except man or an idle man or a greedy man
as' He appears in the inexorable laws or a man who neglected his duty toof the Nature which Is His creation. ward his fellowman had been "punIngersoll expressed a great truth, ished." Let us leave the matter of
thougti he expressed it rather unfor- punishment where it belongs and
tunately, when he declared that "an judge not, lest we he judged. Let us
honest God Is the noblest work of rejoice in the fact that the officers
malt," paraphrasing the nobler aphor- - and crew obeyed the fine injunction,
fm that an honest man is the noblest "Be British, men!" and that the
work of God. What he meant and American passengers who lost their
what is strictly .rue is that as iuej lives, even if all of them did not live
rise in the scale of virtue their con- the life most worth living, died the
ception of God riss God Himself death most worth dying the death of
Courageous," whose monu-- i
I? niiiinrigeable, "the same yesterday, "Souls
ments
are
builded out of the frozen
man
but
changes
today and forever,"
anji the splendid truth Is that he waters and whose requiem is the ever- sen.
cl&nges for th better. It is one of lasting diapason of the
t.hji weaknesses of human nature to
shift to other shoulders responsibiliDOROTHY DREW WEDS
ties that are irksome or
London,
April 22. At a brilliant
and there is an Immense
amount of human nature is theology. wedding today at St. Margaret's West
The most vindictive law of man to minster, Miss Dorothy Drew, niece of
day would not slaughter hundreds of Lord Gladstone, the governor generhuman beings for the derelictions of al of South Africa, and granddaughter
one man or one body of men, and it of the late William E. Gladstone, ihe
Is a deplorable commentary on the famous statesman, became the bride
Pir-rish- ,
tenacity with which theological big- of Lieutenant Francis Woodbine
rifle
the
of
corps
noyal
king's
should
be
survives
there
that
any
otry
in this day and age to uphold the The bishop of Winchester, Canon Holferocious view that His justice has no land, the Rev. Stephen Gladstone, uneyes or mercy, deliberately involving cle of the bride, were the officiating
In a common frightful punishment, clergymen. The bride was giver
young and old. the rich and poor, away by her mother, Mrs. Drew, and
;,ie innocent and the guiWy. His rain was attended by 12 bridesmaids. The
tnls upon the just and the unjust wedding gown was of soft white satHis storms come upon the saint and in covered with old Brussels lace,
(lie sinner; His lightning strikes the which, with the lace bridal veil, was
church and the home, as well as the worn by the bride's grandmother on
abode of tihe wicked. But it !s not the occasion of her marriage to the
in 183f,
vengeance that arras the waters and late Ucs

ally
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death-dealin-

Wanted Protection.
"In granting your wife her petition
for a divorce," said the judge sternly,
"I am also going to prohibit you from
marrying again within two years."
"Make
it fifteen years, judge,
please," said the man quickly. "Maybe by that time 111 get out of the habit
of taking chances."
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Auto Took Long Jump.
With the ease of a veteran hunter
taking a hurdle, a Sydney, N. S. W.,
taxlcab recently cleared a
SAVES HUNDREDS OF LIVES. ditch, landing on the opposite side
with every tire burst, front doors
telescoped, axles badly bent, and the
framework strained and knocked out
of gear. The chauffeur and inmates,
Discovery of Danger of Coal Duet Imof
Explosives however, were quite unhurt save for a
Handling
portant
severe shaking. Workmen were enMade Safer
Government's Experigaged in taking out a culvert on the
mental Coal Mine.
road at this point, and had removed
The saving of mauy lives aunually-I- be the decking. At noon they had left
lives of miners throughout the work to eat lunch in a nearby field;
United States will be one of the splen and it was at this juncture that the
did results that will follow the estab- car came speeding along, the chauflishment of the bureau of mines, oue feur falling to notice the condition of
of the great achievements In the inter- the road.
est of labor of the administration of
President Taft.
Bee Keeping for Women.
The excessive and undecessary loss
could induce us to give up
"Nothing
of life In the mines of this country-waoue of the, primary causes for the bee keeping for, aside from the profit,
returns of health and hapcrention of this bureau. For years the larger
of living in the
hundreds of miners were killed In mine piness, the pure Joy
the tireless
and
sunshine
watching
was
disasters, and practically nothing
workers as they come in with loads of
done to check the terrible loss of life.
pollen and nectar outweigh any financial
Spurred on by President Taft, an
consideration," says a writer in
act creating the bureau of mines was
Wife.
Farmer's
effecpassed by congress and became
To sum it all up bee keeping is pretive on July 1, 1910. John A. Holmes
eminently a "woman's job" whether
of the United States geological survey for
pleasure or profit or for a combiwas appointed as the first director.
of both. The financial returns'
nation
Certified
Mr. Holmes was reputed and
with anything else
compare
to be the best trained man for the from farmfavorably
or garden, while to those
In
States.
United
the
obtainable
place
who love outdoor life bee keeping is
The chief experimental station was es- the most
fascinating of aU avocations.
intablished nt Pittsburgh, where the
vestigations of the problems intrusted
to the bureau have been prosecuted so
Resting While Working.
successfully for nearly two years.
Many housewives tire themselves almost
disastrous most to exhaustion, when If
In the year 1907, the
they had
of all years in the American coal mines. a
chair in the kitchen a multirocking
3,125 miners lost their lives. This rep- tude of small matters, which do not
resented 4.80 of men killed for every require standing on the feet, could be
In coal mines In Eu- done. Of
1,000 employed.
course, the rocker need not
rope less than two miners are killed be of an expensive kind so long as It
out of every 1,000 employed. As a recomfort. Where the kitchen alsult of the work conducted by the bu- gives
lows of it a couch could be placed
an
use
of
wise
reau of mines and the
there for the comfort of the housewife.
appropriation of $150,000 made by con- She can rest on this while she waits
gress, the death rate has been already for the roast to get done or for the
f
what it slow fire to
reduced to practically
bring the soup pot to a
was In 1907.
boil.
One of the notable achievements of
the bureau of mines was the demonstration of the fact that coal dust In
Apple Pickle.
Three large tart apples, 12 large
a bituminous mine Is more dangerous
and deadly than gas. It had been the green tomatoes, one large head celery
belief heretofore that gas or fire damp (or celery seed to taste), four large
was the greatest menace to the min- onions, four large red sweet peppers,
ers, and little attention was given to one cup light brown sugar, one pint
the accumulation of coal dust. The good cider vinegar, five cents' worth
bureau of mines proved to the satis- mustard seed (white). Chop tomafaction of the miners as well as opera- toes; then salt Let stand over night,
tors that coal dust would explode and. drain through colander, put all to
unlike fire damp, carried no warning gether in granite kettle, chopped. AlThe keeping of dusty mines low it to come to the boiling point.
with
wet, as recommended
by the bureau Stir and heat thoroughly, but do not
of mines, was found to reduce ma- boil. Bottle and seal.
terially the chances of explosion of coal
dust.
Breakfast Muffins.
Tlie number of deaths in the mines
One cup flour, one-hacup sugar,
has been greatly reduced as a result
of the testing of explosives under the one heaping teaspoonful baking pow
direction of the bureau of mines. In der, one tablespoonful lard, pinch of
the year 1908 the coal mines In the Unit- salt and enough sweet milk or water
ed States used 2,000.000 pounds of to make a batter stiff enough to drop
short flame explosives, and at present from a spoon. This quantity makes
muffins
Bake until a light
nearly seven times that quantity is be- eight
brown.
ing nsed with greater safety, due to
of the coal operators
the
and the bureau of mines.
Eggnog.
The establishment of an experimenBeat white to a stiff froth, then pot
tal coal mine at Brucetown,
in yolk, beat very light, and bring milk
miles from Pittsburgh, is still to boiling beat and pour over egg, then
another iwtable achievement of the add sugar and flavor.
bureau of mines. It places the TJnited
States In advance of other nations with
respect to this research and experimental work tn mines. Numerous tests
ar made at this experimental mine,
from which many excellent results are

Step Forward.
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If it may be termed

must

a science

include a means of presenting the

The

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling

class in the southwest use the
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. S13.00
end oar
We purchased several carloads of tbla beautiful dinner-ware- ,
manufacturer to give an an exclusive design
large purchaselowenabled the
and a very
charging part of the cost to "advertising
price, we ere
and only ask you to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense."
set. It la of a beautiful "Oosmoa" dealgn and cannot be duplicated in
quality for leaa than 114 in any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
the manufacturer and ourselves.
u
mp
Tnere la e coupon in every saca us iiAOAjina a riuur. neuu we
will
coupons and f3.M In cash, draft, postal or expreea money order, and and
re
send you one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons
mittance to The China Department or tne Lars Doe nonr muis uompany,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.
The coupons In LA RABBE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware,
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

t

lf

,

EMPRESS,

GERMAN-

d"

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

by

Subscribe for Tbe Optic
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BACHARACH'S

o

I

"Mighty-Goo-

Special Bargain

obtained.
Still iinother important work which
is conducted under the auspices of the
burenu of mines is the rescue of entombed miners. Since the creation of
the burenu many bnndreds of lives
have been saved. At the big mining
disaster In Ohio one of the rescue corps
of tlie bureau of mines arrived at the

Dr. Wiley Supports Taft
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, who recently
resigned as chief chemist of the department of agriculture, when in Cincinnati several days ago made the
following statement:
"President Taft Is the one man who
stood between me and destruction at
Washington. When efforts were being made to 'assassinate me' Taft
proved my only protector. He stood
by me, and I am grateful to him.
hope he will be
president.''

that

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCERS

for

SALE

ve

hours after tho disasscene thirty-twter. Three mon were rescued who had
been given up as dead and allowed to
remain in the mine. At another time
oue man whs found alive among 150
dead, and today he is the sole survivor
of that terrible catastrophe due to the
splendid work of the rescue corps.
lieiore me tmiuuu ui umiw
made possible by the interest of President Taft, which was followed by the
necessary legislation for its establishment, there was no organized effort in
saving the lives of entombed tuiuers.
Time and again men have sacrificed
their lives in vain attempts to rescue
This unnecessary
their companions.
sacriflce of life has been stopped by
of the state authorithe
ties with the federal rescuers attached
to the bureau of mines. An Investigation of the fuel resources of the United States is also being made with a
view of checking the waste and increasing the efficiency with which fuel
is used. This latter phase of the work
is a part of the practical conservation
policy of the Taft administration.

you know, is

-MILLED.

These Bargains for Saturday Night and Monday offer an exceptional
opportunity to dollar savers. You will be pleased and satisfied with the

values we put out.
Children's
Muslin
2

to

25c

Drawers
..

14

years

Iron C,ad Hose
.LAaSS For Children, per pair

Men's Shirts
Men's 50c
(J

& 65c

Ties

Four In Hands, Each

38o
Th

(10 Yards Limit)

16c

Boy's Pumps and Oxlords
Patent Leather or Gun Metal

rP

For Underwear

$1.2B

25c'
Women's Sleeveless Lndervests
A11 szes each

U4th oft

yards

Lonsdale Cambric

19e

A Broken Lot of

STEIN

10

STORE

OF QUALITY"

Coflt

3

u tQ

each

89c
STETSON
SHOES
FOR

Foi Men

E LAS VEGAS

MEN

i
T

rr
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ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

Cafe De Luxe

Webb.
Dr. A. E. Northwood came in Saturday flight from his home in Wagon
Mound and was in Las Vegas over

SHORT ORDERS
and
.REGULAR DINNERS
BARNES & RUSH,

Sunday.
Santa Fe Superintendent F. L Myers wont to Raton last nighii on train
No. 2 on a short business trip to the
Gate City.
Miss Amelia Jo its iefr yesterday
afternoon for CaiifoT.;.
vhere sue
will spend a mon.h risitlng friends
and relatives.
John Stein, general superintendent
of the western division of the Harvey house system, came !n Saturda;
night from El Paso.
Charles E. Doll, representing the
National Biscuit company, arrived in
Las Vegas last night from his headquarters In Santa Fe.
M. S. Battls, president of the
Lyric school in Chicago, was
in Las Vegas yesterday, leaving on
train No. 7 for Winslow, Ariz.
Dr. G. H. Allen was in Las VegaB
today from Topeka. Dr. Allen Is a
Santa Fe physician and Is here to
examine the eyes of trainmen.
Frank Rush has arrived in Las Vegas from his home in Toronto, Canada,
for a visit with his brother, J. L.
Rush, oris of the proprietors of the
Cafe De Luxe.
W. c. Reall, representing the Un
derwood Typewriter company, arrived last night from his headquarters
in Albuquerque and will be here several days on business. , J
Chief Clerk Lewis of the office of
Santa Fe Superintendent Myers made
a trip to Lamy yesterday afternoon on
train No. 7, returning to Las Vesas
on No. R last night.
Dilworth
of New
Judge Reed
Yor Oiity passed through Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon in private car
Republic on train No. 1, en route from
the ease to San Diego.
H. A. Tice, Santa Fe superintendent
with headquarters in Dodgie
City,
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon on train No. 7 in his private car en route to California.
Isaac Bacbarach left today fop
Mora in his automobile. Mr. Bacha-racis Interested in a number of
e
civil Buits which will be brought
the Mora county court
Mrs. A. C- MacArthur, after spending several days in Las Vegas visiting her daughter, who is a student at
the Normal University, returned to
her home In Wagon Mound yesterday afternoon.
Frank A. Roy, president f the Roy
Trust and Savings bank, came in last
night from Roy and was in Las Vegas today on business. Dr. M. D.
Gibbs, a prominent physician of thaf
town and proprietor of tne Falrview
pharmacy, accompanied Mr. Roy to
Las Vegas.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the New Mexico Normal
University, returned Saturday night
from a trip to French, Dawson and
Roy. Dr. Roberts visited the schools
in these three towns, making the
commencement address in Roy Friday.
Judge David J. Leahy, District Attorney Ward, Assistant District Attorney Charles Hedgcock, Stenographer William E. Gortner and Colonel M. M. Padgett left yesterday In
automobiles for Mora where they will
attend the spring term of the district
court for Mora county.

!
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Props.

SOUTHWESTERN LEAGUE
IS NEWEST PROPOSAL
LAS VEGAS IS INVITED TO JOIN
A FAST BA EBALL ORGANIZATION.

James S. Duncan, Jr., assistant
manager of the Las Vegas Maroons,
has received a communication from
U. S. Devor, manager o' the Tucum-car- i
baseball team, relative to the
formation of a league including the
prominent teams of the new state
and two from western Texas. At a
mass meeting of the hall fans of
Tucumcarl, held a short time ago, a
team was organized and Devor states
that the backers are anxious to get
In a league. In his letters he suggests an organization composed of
the teams from Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Amarillo, Raton, Dalhart, Dawson and Tucumcarl. Tucumcari will
put a team in the field on June the
first, though Devor stated that it
would be possible to open the season
earlier.
Several of the other cities mentioned in the proposed league have
agitated the formation of such an organization, and the management of
the Maroons Is strong for it. Such a
move would arouse a statewide interest in baseball, and the competition
between the towns particularly interested or represented would be keen.
Amarillo and Dalhart both have
strong teams lined up for this season,
and the Dawson miners expect to
place a .winning aggregation in the
field.
Albuquerque has
under a new management this season
and much is expected of the Duke
City bunch. Raton has not as yet organized but a mass meeting was held
last week and the matter was
brought up, and there is little doubt
but that the Gate City will be represented by an A No. 1 team.
The matter of the formation of a
Btate league has been agitated for
several seasons. Meadow City fans
have always been in favor of it and
' will welcome
the organization of an
association for this summer. Canmost of the positions
didates for
have been signed up by the Maroon
management, and Las Vegas will be
represented hy a team that can hold
Us own with the best of them.
WELLS AND M'FARLAND
InNew York, April
bout between Matt Wells, the En
Klish champion, and Packty McFar
land of Chicago at the new Garden
Athletic club next Friday niglu, is the
big event of the week for local box
Efforts to bring
ing enthusiasts.
Wells and McFarland together iu the
ring have been making for a Ion?
time. They have agreed to make llii
pounds at 3 o'clock on the afternoon
on the contest. Wells is to get 50
per cent of the gross gate and moving picture receipts, of which sum
-

1 ,

ROASTED

-

I

i

STRIKE
New York,

SOON
April

TO

END.

The
the anrepresenting
thracite miners and operators conis to receive $10,000 for his ferred here today for what is expectshare. The fight will be tha first ni.ll-e- ed to be the final session, as a setoff under the auspices of the Gar- tlement of the demand of the mm
den Athletic club, which has taken a ers, if is understood, has already been
lease of Madison Square Garden.
virtually reached. The basis said to
be a 5 per cent ipnerease in wages
and an indirect recognition of he un
ST. LOUIS METALS.
22.
St. LouU,
Lead
firm, ion. There will be no acceptance of
April
the check-of- f
4.17V4: spelter firm 6.75.
system.
22.

NEW SPRING NOVELTIES

SCHOOL

IN

Before a general assembly of the

Albuquerque people are boosting for
the Tripp bill, a measure regulating
contests. The Albuquerque
boxing
Journal says:
Albuquerque fans are practlcaily
unanimous in their endorsement ot
Representative George W. Tripp's bill
to legalize boxing in New Mexico. Up
to noon yesterday
petitions which
were being circulated, favoring the
manly sport of boxing, if conducted
properly, had been signed by 2,1."ii
persons, and when the petition!- - are
forwarded to Santa Fe rometlme next
week, It Is expected they will bear
no less than 3,000 names.
t
Though
petitions have gone
in to the legislature from all over
New Mexico.lt is said that theeshave
been in the main signed by womon
and children, and that the total number of names on all of them is less
than those contained 'a the Albuquerque petitions, favoring "ne enactment
of a Moving law.
e
Desides the petitions from
endorsing
Represent;'
Tripp's bill, which already has passed
the house, similar petit iont have been
sent in from Las Vesar where is ?Ql
anti-figh-

Albu-uerqlt-

.

ua ill I'UJllon .inly 4, between Jack
ship
Johnson, the present champion,
an!
wiv

-

uvnT.--,.JfU-

ba-.f!-

Urn Fly tn. the Pueb'o
A big St Louis daily
lowing o remark:

fireman.
has the fol

The
state o' No, Mexico
makes a succesful did lor,(ithe
fight by legalizing it. Las
Vegas vi'l be the cynosure of ;he
world's eye on July 4. If Flynn should
justify the hope and redeem tl.e
glory of the white race Las Vegas will
be regarded as having performed a
patriaotic service, a service indeed
which the entire Caucasian peoples
cannot fail to appreciate and reward.
Sooner or later some American sitate
and town would have to do it, and
why should not Las Vegas, N. M., accept the chance to become the most
poular city in the civilized world?

UNIFORM

That "the Christian people of Las
Vegas should boycott all merchants
who are in favor of staging the
bout here in July" was the
giatement of a Las Vegas minister
last, night at a union meeting of all
the churches, held at the First Methodist meeting house. Other speakFlynu-.lobnso-

ers of the evening were not nearly
so bitter but all spoke against the big
Those who adboxing encounter.
dressed the meeting were Rev. 8.
Alonzo Bright,
Albuquerque; Rev.
Norman Skinner, pastor of the First
N. B.
Rev.
l'reabyterian church;
Green, pastor of the First Baptist
church and Rev. W. R. Quiggin, paster of the First Christian church.
Folowing addresses Rev. Mr. AnderMethodist
son, pastor of the First
church, read a set of resolutions denouncing the fistic exhibition, praying the legislature to tass a law
against boxing contests and begging
the governor to preven the contest
at all events, no matter what action
may be taken by the legislature. The
crowd, which comfortably filled the
auditorium and which numbered probably 200 men, women and children,
adopted the resolution unanimously.
Mr. Anderson the announced that
Rev. J. Wllburn Rose would lead the
fight against the boxing exhibition.
It was stated that a collection would
be taken to defray the expenses of
the campaign, at. the conclusion of
which Rev. Mr. Rose is to receive as
remuneration for his services any
money that may remain in the treasury.

WEIGHT LAWS

Oklahoma City, Okla., April 22.
Several thousand prominent representatives of the retail grocery trade
throughout the United States have
arrived in Oklahoma City for the annual convention of their national association. In point of attendance tht
convention promises to be the most
notable in the history of the orgariza
tion. In addition to discussing numerous topics of common interest
to the retail trade the convention will launch an organised
movement to secure uniform weights
and measur
lawe throughout the
country.
SLOAN

IS

n

ENDORSED

Washington, April 22. The senate's
in a report
judiciary
today, unanimously favored the nomination of Richard Sloan as Arizona
district judge.
The subcommittee
had investigated charges against him.

SUIT
Sitting in
Philadelphia,
the United States district court in
this city. Judges Gray, Buffington and
McPherson today listened to argu
ments on the application for the ap
pointment of a special examiner to
take testimony in the suit filed by
the federal government last Decern
NORMAL BULLETIN OUT.
to dissolve the United
States
Bulletins announcing the summer ber
viola
for
Steel
alleged
corporation
school of the New Mexico Normal
of the Sherman anti-trus- t
law.
tions
University have been prepared and
will be sent out by the school author!
SENATE TAKES APPEAL.
ties the early part of this week. This
Washington,
April 22. Without a
ot
will
the school
session
open June
vote the senate committee
dissenting
The booklet
4, closing on July 26.
the Cummins bill proInformation today passed
contains all necessary
for an appeal to the supreme
viding
regarding the courses offered hy the court of the United States from the
expenses, and
school, the faculty,
decision of the United States circuit
other matters.
district of
court for the southern
The course for this summer is un New York
the
approving
usually complete for a summer school
of the American Woacco coma
14
leadand
corps of
teachers, the
pany.
of the university.
ing instructors
have charge of the studies offered
STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING
Courses In English, mathematics, the
A meeting of the stockholders of the
sciences, Spanish,
history, geogra- Las Vegas Masonic Building associaphy, music, art, domestic science, tion will he held at the Masonic Temmanual training, and special practice
ple in East Las Vegas, N. M., April
training for teachers, will he given. 22, 1912, at 8 o'clock p. m., for the
The bulletin is gotten up In an at- purpose of
electing a hoard of directractive form, with a summer girl as tors, as provided In the
s
of
the cover design, thfs drawing being said association, and for the transactthe work of Miss Carolyn Michael, ing of such other business as may leone of the students.
gally come before such meeting.
JOHN S. CLARK, President.
A. D. HIGOINS, Secretary.
BRICK BRICK BRICK
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12,
FOR SALE.
1912.
Just what you have been looking
You will loofc a good while before
for. A modern five room brick
house on the hill at a bargain. Ask you find a better medicine for coughs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
INVESTMENT AGENCY INCORRemedy. It not only gives relief
PORATION.
it cures. Try it when you have a
cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt cure
which it will effect. B'or sale by all
doalers.

BAKING
POWDER
Is the housewife's
best friend, lightening her burdens as
well as the food.
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
happy families and a conCom
tented housewife.
plies with all pure food laws,!
both State and National.
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

AT

AUPERT'S

T

NIAGARA HAID GLOVES
Look for the Name

Button all silk in al
colors $1.00 pair.
12 Button all silk 75c
pair.
16 Button Chamoisette
65c pair.
Short all silk Gloves 50c
16

pair.

Short

Gloves 50c

Hoffman

&

& Chamois-

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SUGAR1TE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
91
D. W. G OND ON

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

fHSSjl

;y

"My little son had a very severe blood and mucous surfaces
to try system. In buying Hall's
cold. I was recommended

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Silks, 29 Dowllng Street,
Sydney,
Australia. This remedy is for sale
by all dealers- -

of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
conJ. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.,
tains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the
Beware

of the
Catarrh
Cure be sure yon get the genuine. 4t
is taken Internally and mads In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Price 76o per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
WHY HE WA8 LATE
"What made you so late?"
"I met Smlthson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to supper."
"I know, but I asked him bow he
was feeling, and he insisted on telling me about his stomach trouble."
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
Iain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
hy all dealers.

Surplus
50,000.00

SI

iary

J. M. CUNNINQHAn. PieMdtnt

V

pair.

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Main 104

Graubarth

$100,000.00

FRANK

Chamoisette

Short Lisle
ette 25c pair.

Capital Paid in

Like Magic
K C Baking- Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered chmcult to bake
now come out of tne oven
light, dainty and delicious. It fairly makes
you hungry to look at
them.

PINS

BEAUTY

IN STEEL
April 22.

24

BUCKLES.

SHIRT WAIST SETS

f,

HEARING

BELT

BROOCHES.

annual, was this morning presented
to the school. Speeches of presentation were made by Miss Jeanette
Wixrd.
and Felipe SanMiss Milchez, business manager.
dred Hornbein accepted the present
for the school. John D. W. Veeder,
one of the members of the board of
regents, also made a short talk on
this occasion.
The annual will not be ready for
general distribution until tomorrow,
at which time it will be placed on
sale at $1 per copy, a small amount
for such a book. This edition is one
of which the editorial staff and the
Normal
University can Justly be
proud, as from cover to cover, every
page shows "clnss." The book is
bound in purple with the title in nit
ver across the front. It contains 175
pages, and
unusually well Illustrated with half tones and drawings,
which ar" ue work of the students
of the Normal art department.
The Wind" has made a clean
sween of all school and class activities, l aving nothing behind. Athletic
triumphs, and defeats, social affairs,
class meetingB, the faculty and all of
the departments of school work are
included In the one volume, making
up a book that will rank with the best
of school and college publications.
editor-in-chie-

ENAMEL

CLOISONNE

PROTE8T school and with special exercises, the
THOUSAND
RESIDENTS MINISTERS REGISTER
AGAINST IT BEING STAGED
SIGN A FAVORABLE PETITION
first copy of "The Southwest Wind,"
IN LAS VEGAS
TO THE SENATE
the New Mexico Normal University

h

bo-for-

THt NORMAL

AND BUSINESS"
MANAGER HAVE
eeORED A
HIT WITH THE VOLUME.

THREE

l.as Vegas yesterday
business.
Attorney A. A. Jones has gone to
his ranch south of here on a short
business trip.
H. Crack of Trinidad, came m yesterday from Colorado and was in Las
Vegas today on business.
Division Foreman H. L. Turton left
this afternoon on a short trip over the
south end of this division.
H. A. Mutheson, irave'.'.n
for tho
Spear Cap company of Chicago, was
in Las VegaB lodav
visiting tha
trade.
Mrs. C C. Robbins returned this
afternoon from a visit in Pasadena,
California, with her daughter, Mrs

...The Best...

IS

CONTEST

BILL

was in
and today on

f

NEW ANNUAL PRESENTED

N

EDITOR-IN-CHIE-

ness.
8. G. Crampton of Raton,

Phono Main

JQHNSUN-FLYN-

BOOST TRIPP

Charles Farley will leave tonight for a short trip to Chicago.
W. L. Devine came in yesterday afternoon from his home In Watrous.
W. R. Holly, an attorney of Springer, was in Laa Vegas today on busi-

WINTERS DRUG CO.

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1912.

TO

.Mrs.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows bow
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

TO

OPTIC,

HOSKINS,

SPKINUUK.

LAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

President

Wm. G. HaydoD
H. W. Kelly

Vice President

D. T. Hoskins

Treasurer

Interest Pedd on De posts

Cuhler.

r
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JANE CARTER'S
CONTRACT
By HELEN ROSS
iCopntgbt. mi. br Atuciiud Uiertrr PrsssJ

Jane Carter rushed up the step
leading to the tiny apartment which
Bho chared with two artist friends ai
Impecunious as herself, aud burst into
the living room. Her flushed face and
parkling eyes were pleasant to see.
'Oh, girls," she cried. Tin so sor
when It's my night to
Ty to be lat
book!"
cruel creature. I'm
"Yes.
you
"But
fctarved," joked Miss Mason.
fwhat Is the excitement you're trying
Ho keep from bubbling over?"
The other occupant of the room
(Miss Day. anticipating pleasant news
losed ber desk.
I'm too high in the clouds to fry
otatoss, but hungry enough to eat
uu
em, cried Jane, so come oui
and I'll treat to a real dinner.
You'll not
My. but you're rash!
jbo able to buy new shoes this week."

framed

Miss Day.
"Be merciful and tell the news!"
oplored Mlsa Mason.
Jane swept aside a number of pack- es and perched on the cleared space

af

the table.

"I can't believe my good fortune,"
lie

began a trifle unsteadily.

"Just

las I was going out for lunch a atran-Igeall togged up In stunning motoring costume, asked if I could direct
Jitm to Miss Jaae Carter, the interior
' orator. I hated him to see that
a
abby hole of a studio, but there was
no way out of 1L He was awfully
bice and didn't look around a bit, and
aid I was recommended highly as
having excellent ideas and good taste.
Isn't that lovely? He Is the big
tanker, Daniel Lord, and wants bis
country home decorated. He took me
(there in his motor this afternoon and
(the house is magnificent."
"You deserve It, dear," exclaimed
Irfiss Day. "I can't tell you how glad
I am that luck is finally coming your
hray "
"Really, girls, it will take months
to do It as he wishes It done, and
while we were out there he suggested
one Innovation after the other, and la
retaining me a great deal longer than

r,

necessary to oversee details. Before
I left, be made me sign a contract
as if I would balk half way!"
"It's as well to have all that settled," commented the business-lik- e

Miss Mason.
Is he young, old or indifferent?"
sad in Miss Day. "Married?"
bout thirty-eigh- t
and unmarried!
m I'll die It I don't get
something
i
eat If you love me, come!" groan- -

jumping off the table.
hey left the apartment and start- wards an Italian cafe, all takling
nee. The sudden
change In
i fortunes delighted the older
Jane was to start water-colo- r
dr viugs of the moms the following
day for Mr. Lord's inspection.
When the drawings were delivered
Mr. Lord returned them personally
and declared himself delighted. Insisting upon paying a liberal retainiie,

I

ing fee.

at this juncture and the sentence was
never completed.
"It's just too wonderful!" sighed
Jane. "I seem to be living la a
dream. "1 hate to look around and
see bow little there la to be done.
Two more weeks and I'm through."
"Maybe you'll get Mr. Lord's town
bouse to do over." suggested Miss
Ms son, the practical.
No. Mr. Lord means to sell that
town house and live exclusively in
the country. Personally, I can't understand why anybody should desire
such an enormous mansion ."
"Very likely he means to announce
bis engagement," observed Miss Day,
holding a sketch at arm's length and
inspecting it critically.
Jane gave an odd, hysterical giggle
and jumped up quickly.
"Good night, girls, I'm going to

bed."
But on the threshold she turned.
"Is there anything I can do for either of you?" she asked.
"That was brutal of you!" exclaimed Miss Mason, severely.
"It was rather raw to say that and
I could bite out my tongue now,"
answered Miss Day, regretfully. "It's
like Jane, too, to forgive a person
the second after a nasty dig and of
fer to do something for her. I never
dreamed that she cared about bim.
Looks as though she does."
"In
Miss Mason nodded slowly.

I suppose It's better that
the house will be finished so soon,"
she said moodily.
The rapidly progressing work did
not Inspire Jane with any great
amount of regret Her pleasure In it
was suddenly gone.
"I'll be happy when it is all over
and done with," she told the girls.
The last two weeks seemed to
cause her considerable restlessness.
"She has something on her mind
as sure as anything," observed Miss
Mason. "If this contract 1b going to
make her unhappy, I, for one, am
sorry that she ever got It"
"Here too!" replied Miss Day. "One
can easily see how she avoids discussing the house or Mr. Lord, and
that's not natural when a task has
been well and speedily accomplished."
One evening Mr. Lord brought Jane
home in his motor, as the slush was
unspeakable. He stayed some little
time talking about his plans for the
future. Jane was noticeably silent,
but It seemed an effort for her not to
enter Into the conversation.
At last Mr. Lord arose. "The day
Miss Carter says my house Is finished, you must all come out to a celebration dinner. Now don't forget.
I'm keeping a big surprise for that
event! Isn't that so, Miss Carter?"
be asked, smiling enigmatically.
The second he was gone, Jane hurried off to her room.
"I know what the surprise is," announced Miss Mason. "He has fixed
up this house for his wife, and perhaps told Jane this evening coming
into town."
"I don't know what ever I would
do if he were to announce it that
night" groaned Miss Day.
At last the bouse was completed.
Mr. Lord called for the trio in his
motor, but scarcely a word was spok
en on the way out. The tour through
the fresh, beautiful rooms filled the
girls with sadness. Jane was unusually quiet, and even the lavish praise
bestowed upon her failed to lift We
veil of quiet which seemed to envelop
her. She presided at the dinner table
In an equally silent mood.
At last Mr. Lord stood up, a glass
of light wine In his hand.
"Now for the surprise!" he cried,
gayly. "We must drink to the future
mistress of this house!"
Miss Mason and Miss Day choked
down a sip of the wine, and dared
not look toward poor Jane. There
was an awkward pause.
Won't you give me your good
wishes, girls?" asked Jane, in a wee,
small voice. "You don't know how
many times I have nearly let the cat
out of the bag these last few weeks.
The only safe course was not to talk

that case

E stray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described est ray animal was taken up by
Cresaaata Honors, ChamKa. N. M.
t:
One red and whit spotted
face female cow. about 2 years, 225

before May S. 1912, said date being
days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner whan found.
10

CATTLE

To-wl-

lbs. SVi

test

high.

Branded
On left hip
WM
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date Being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom li
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Andres C. Martinez, Cleveland, N. M.
One red and white spot
ted cow, 4 years old, 450 lbs..
Branded
On right ribs
Branded
On left ribs
To-wi- t:

22, 1ST?.

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. April IX last pub. April 23, '12
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. B. Stephens, Hudson, N. M.
One bay blazed face, white
front feet horse, 12 or 14 years, 14
hands.
Branded
On left hip
animal being unknown to this
lioaid, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

THE

THE OPTIC

SHORT ORDER

THE

IWANT
9

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
FOR

CLASSIFIED

CATTLE

3ANITARY

ADVER-

BOARD.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less
space than two
lines. AM advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.

Estray Advertisement

OPTIC'S

NUMBER,

MAIN

2.

Wanted
W ANTED

Dining

N. O. Herman, W. M.;

roor

girl.

Plain sewing.
Jackson.

WANTED

403

Mrs. Lano,

For Rent
FOR RENT Two room
furnished
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.

FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
one bay horse, seven ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
14
hands high, 800 lbs.
years old,
To-wi- t:

For Sole

Branded
On right shoulder

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Said animal being unknown to this
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
before May 3, 1912, said date being
ens, Humboldt Kan.
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold FOR SALE Two dozen
laying hens,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Rhode Island Reds
1004 Third
owner when found.
street.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
N. M.

Albuquerque,
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12

E.

Liebsoh-

nler. Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

0:

ular conclave second Tues
day in each month at Ma MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. o. u.
Meet in the forest of brother!
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. ramme. Re
love at Woodmen of the Worts
corder.
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
day of each month at 8 p m. C. Claj
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
Consul; O. Laemmle, Clerk. VW
convoca
ARCH MASONS-JtegT-ilaj
ing neighbors are especially w
tion first Monday hi each
come and cordially invited
month at Maaonlo Temple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
fourth Tuesday evening of ease
Blood, Secretary.
Vlsttisi
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially Invited. Oee
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. w
B,
Meets first and third Fridays in
Condon, Secretary.
Masonic Temple Mrs. T. & Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge F. O.
first and third TuesWorthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
each
month, at Wood
evenings
day
Secretary. Phono Main S29, 120
Brothers cor
man
hall.
Visiting
Grand avenue
A. M.
to
attend.
invited
dially
C. Ward, See
E.
Adler.
President;
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
retary.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
DENTISTS.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. B. E. Oehring,
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Dentist
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has pheai
at office and residence.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
foo
804.
..NO.
Meets second and
Thursday in O. R C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
Visiting members ar
HUNKER A HUNKER
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton. 0
E. P. Meckel. F. S
Chester A. Hunks
Geo. H. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
. New Marts
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
a vexas.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their ba'l on Sixth street. All visitLOCAL TIME CARD
ing brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstino, N. G.
EA8T BOUND
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Arrive
Sepan
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer;
9:15 p.
9:10 p. m
No. 2
C.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that the followlu? de John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
One 2 year old roan steer,
scribed estray animal was taken lp by
Domicll Salasar, Cerro, N. M.
Branded
On left ribs
One sorrel horse, 7 years
KM
old weighing 800 lbs., 14
hands
Branded
high.
On right hip, ribs

Piou-bulldl- ng.

;

No. 4
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 8
I. O. of B B. Meet
every first No. 10

To-wi- t:

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 1
Isaac Appel, No. 3
cordfclly invited
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 7
No. 9
retary.

11:06 p m
1:15 a. m
1:45 P. m

11:10 p.
1:25 a. at
2:10 p. m

WE8T BOUND
1:20
6:10
4:40
6:35

1:45 p. m
6:16 p. m
460 p. o
7:00 p. at

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Chas.

R. Murray.

.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. i,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-

Branded
and shoulder
hated to take that money," conn
ISJBBBfided Jane, blushing a rosy red at the
Biiuuiuer
caj(1 animal beln
llllkllflwn f th1a
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed
recollection of her discussion with Mr.
by owner on or
SANITARY
BOARD,
CATTLE
was
lord. "Mr. Lord declared that It
Board, unless claimed by owner on ,.r before May 3, 1912, said date
M.
being
N.
Albuquerque,
only good business to accept It"
before May 3, 1912. said date being 10 day8 after last
appearance of this
"When your time is taken for that
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312 iu
aays arter last appearance of th;s advertisement, said estrav will he ni.i
length of time, you should be comsaid estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
advertisement
pensated," declared Miss Day.
Estray Advertisement
ny tms
"All the same, it seems so mateNotice Is hereby given to whom it owner Board for the benefit of the 0WIler when found
when found.
rial," sighed Jan.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Miss
"You little dunce," scolded
was
taken
animal
Albuquerque, N. M.
up
by
scribed estray
ftlason; "all the big decorators do It
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2311
M.
N.
S.
La
Lus,
Brown,
(What have you to live on while this
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
One red and grey, blaze
contract is on deck? It requires your
NOTICE.
face mare, about 7 years, 750 lbs., 8
exclusive attention and all other work
Estray Advertisement
must be dropped.'
hands high.
Department of State Engineer,
Notice is hereby given to whom It
As the decorating of the huge house
MM may concern that the
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Branded
following deprogressed, Mr. Lord found it of such
On left hip
Number
of Application 615.
scribed
was
animal
taken up by
estray
absorbing Importance that he fre- at all."
animal being unknown to this Benigno Padilla Puerto de Luna, N.
Said
April 12, 1912.
disto
quently called in the evenings
Then the astonished girls saw Mr. Board, unless claimed by owner on or M.
Notice
is
hereby given than on the
cos details. His great motor took Lord put his arm around Jane's waist
before May 3, 1912, said date being
One white faced six year old cow, 220 day of November, 1911, In nc
fane to any country houses of his and draw her towards him.
10 days after last appearance of this
cordance with Section 26, Irrigation
friend 9 which possessed unusual featLadles now drink It this time
weighing 700 lbs.
ures, and the great banker always to the future mistress of this house!" advertisement, said estray will be sold
Law of 1907 U. S. Department of Ag
Branded
found time to go along and satisfy he exclaimed Joyfully.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Forest Service of Albuquer
riculture,
On
left
ribs
his thirst for decorative knowledge.
owner when found.
que. County of Bernalillo, State of
These spins through the gorgeously
Said
animal being unknown to this New
Dominion Fisheries Important.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Mexico, made an application to
colored October country were fairyBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
who know the extent and 1m
M.
N.
Those
AlbuquerQue,
freState
the
Engineer of New Mexico
land to Jane. As they were
portance of the Canadian fisheries are
2312 before May 3, 1912, said date being for a permit to appropriate from the
quently late returning to town, they not surprised that the Dominion 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April
10 days after last appearance of this
dined at queer inns or picturesque
Public waters of the State of New
her fishing interests so Jeal
said estray will be sold
guards
Advertisement
advertisement,
Jane's
lateness
Estray
iarmbouses.
frequent
In 1908 the fish catch in Can
Mexico.
ously.
for
this
Board
benefit
of
to
the
the
it
whom
by
Notice is hereby given
seemed to pass unnoticed by her
was valued at $25,451,
waters
adian
Such appropriation is to be made'
friends, and as her financial affairs 085. That included all fish products may concern that the following de owner when found.
from
South Fork of Galllnas at a
SANITARY
CATTLE
la proved, certain luxuries, hitherto
BOARD,
was
taken up by
and seals. The capital invested In scribed estray animal
In
W. corner S. 14 T. 17 N R
N.
the
apartment.
M
point
unknown, appeared
Albuquerque, N.
fisheries in that year was $15,508,- - H. R. Parker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
54 degrees
"Isn't she the darling?" remarked the
3,900 feet by
14
S.
E.
1st.
last
12,
600
2312
pub.
April
about
275. The value of all vessels, boats,
pub.
April
One bay stallion
Miss Day. "JuBt think of her trudg
means of diversion and .2075 cu. ft
lobster
implements,
13
Ashing
8
plants.
hands
high.
lbs.,
years,
Idk all the way to the market for per
sec. and Is to-- be conveyed to S.
freezers and fish houses was emEstray Advertisement
MM
Branded
a'.nimons because she knew I liked braced in that total. A
U
Is
to
fleet
whom
Notice
fishing
S. 14 T. 17 K, R. 14 B. by means
hereby given
tiif-On left hip
Most girls would be too much
Unl
Nine
of
1,414 vessels was employed.
concern
d
that
the
may
works and there used fo
of
diversion
following
own
affairs
to of
taken up with their
Said animal being unknown to this
the fleet were
hunting for
scribed estray animal was taken up by irrigation of 10 acres Forest Nursery
think of others. She's wonderfully seal. There alsoengaged
or
on
owner
claimed
were 39,965 boats, Board, unless
by
Cresencio Henera, Chamita, N. M.
unselfish."
The State Engineer will take this
manned by 71,070 men. It was no- before May 3, 1912, said date being
One 4 year old cow, red
"Indeed she is," agreed Miss Ma
up for consideration on
that
that
application
this
of
in
boats
year
10 days after last appearance
ticed
gasoline
"Do you know I have an idea
eon
more and more, and advertisement, said estray will be sold and white, about 400 lbs.
used
12th day of July, 1918, and all
the
wete
being
that she is very fond of Mr. Lord In that the fishermen were profiting
Branded
persons who may opose tae granting
by this Board for the benefit of the
a delightfully friendly way, so let's by it
of the above application must file
On left ribs
owner when found.
be careful not to spoil her Innocent
their objections substantiated with afSANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
to
this
animal
Said
unknown
pleasure in his kindness and consider
being
British Cavalry Lack Horses.
ation for her. She is such a sensl
Albuquerque, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on o fidavits with the State Engineer and
The British army on mobilization
tive little goose, and if she got the
12,
1st.
last
pub. April 2312 before May 3, 1912, said date being copy with applicant on or before that
pub.
April
132,000
horses, and no one
Idea that his Interest is more for her will require
10 days after last appearance of thif date
has the slightest idea where they can
than her work it would be a shock.
Advertisement
Good
CHARLES D. MILLER,
Estray
authorities
said estray will be sold
found.
us
tell
advertisement
be
her
work.
"He can't help admiring
Notice is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
State Engineer.
answered the loyal Miss Day. "Neith that this number of animals of the
r can he help admiring such an military age does not exist in the may concern that the following de- owner when found.
rnest little worker. Jane Is too country. With the growth of mechani- scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sensible to misunderstand his kind cal transport the necessity of taking Miss Ethel Toole, Melrose, N. M., R.
Albuquerque, N. M
of
secure
a
to
horses
"
in
supply
steps
ness
P. D. L
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
more
more
and
war
grows
PILLS
urgent
She got up to answer the doorbell
CHICHESTER
One light gray mare, about
BRAND.
We can not unfortunately, mount our
.
AJ
atpd returned carrying a long box.
800
if
6
ar
lbs.
have
Don't
be
you
surprised
years,
That's the third box of American i rivalry on taxicabs. We stlil breed
PUIS
in
menu
Be
Sold
nd
of
,
rheumatism
this
attack
sprins
Branded
the best horses In the world but they
bans, sailed vHh Blm Ribboa. 9j
Beauties this week," she observe'
Just rub the affected parts freely
arc bought up for the use of foreign
On left shoulder
"1 hope he doesn't overdo it," bewith Chamberlain's Liniment and it
"
armies, while the British war office Is
Said animal being unknown to this will soon disappear. Sold by al!
wsn known u Best, Efst,Alwri Reiki. Is
gan Miss Day, anxiously. "If
on
or
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
owner
But Jane returned from the country counting its pence. London Mail.
dealers.
Board, unless claimed by
"1

NO.

leets

Railroad.
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HANDLEL

M.

Secretary.

TISEMENTS

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312

To-wi-

To-wi-
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NO.
DORADO
1,
EL
t, A. F
PYTHIAS
OF
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Meets
Regular
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ning in Castle Hall.
In
sash
third Thursday
Visiting Knights are
month. Visiting brothinvited.
cordially
ers cordially Invited
-

LOOSE
A.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. O. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
t:
One gray mare, 13 or 15
950
lbs, 14 hands.
years,
Branded
On left hip
Said animal ueing unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 dayB after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

GOODS

SOCIETf AND BUSINESS) DIRECTORY

f

RATES

AND REGULAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE

Sr-.i-

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
Ed Wrigler, Questa, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One sorrel mare and coit.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 12 years, 850 lbs. 5 feet.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Branded
fffSSt
10 days after last appearance of this
On left hip
sold
will
be
advertisement, said estray
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
owner when found.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
10 days after last appearance of this
M.
Albuquerque, N.
said estray will be sold
advertisement
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
i'ray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de 1st. pub.
12, last pub. April 2312
April
icribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Lewis, Orange, N. M.
Estray Aavertlsement
t:
One black horse 12 or
Notice is hereby given to whom it
13
hands high
13 years, 650 lbs,
may concern that the following deEH scribed
Branded
estray animal was taken up by
fets
On left hip
Domlcil Salasar, Cerro, N. M.
to

this
Said animal being unknown
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312

BEST

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LOdBV

S

BalSsSl

RETAIL PRICES
MXM IDs. or Mors,

Each Delivery

Eash Delivery
2SS las. te 1,00a lbs. East. Delivery
68 lbs. to 204 lb., Each Da II vary
Lass Than 68 lbs. Each Delivery
LSM lbs. to 2,008

AG

IcMk,

U A

ISO
2So

per
per
Sts per
40s psr
68s par

10S
161
188
188
188

Iks.
lbs.
Ike.

lbs.
Iba.

PURA COMPAlNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veg-as

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Famaus

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom amoaf at "
the particular thins; is worth most.

of those who MIGHT BUY

That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LOOK AND READ!
ll have removed from

603 East Lincoln to
Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. "Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.
522

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

LAS VEOA8 DAILY OPTIC. MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1912.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain

Lines, Mr, Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.
f?

J

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X
fktuitiuuiuuiUium
E

A-

X

5

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

mgm
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lon Jtonteftore has decidfrBT
TERMINAL COMPANY ACCUSED
ed to Jala with the Elks and armory
Washington, April 22. The Term!
board and build a cross walk ou nal Railway association of St. Louis
I Ninth street, between the temple and and 14 railroads entering that
'
city
the new Elks' club.
and owing the Terminal company
were today held by the supreme court
Regular dance at armory toaight.
Dan Rhodes is learning how to drive of the United States to be a combina
Try a draia of Old Taylor
a automobile. Dan has been driving tion operated in violation of the Sher
at the Opera Bar.
horses so long that he is said to have man anti-trulaw to control transa hard time to keep from yelling portation across the
Mississippi river
FOB. SALS Gentle saddle
"whoa" at the machine when he de- at St. LouIb.
pony.
National avenue. Willie Qotoe.
sires to stop.
Justice Lurton announced the dec!
sion. He said it was not contended
Good paying
business for sale
Several automobiles scorched on that every terminal company In ev
cheap. Hearth reason. P. O. Bx 252. Douglas avenue yesterday afternoon ery city was a violation of the Sher
and some people who had narrow es- man law. It might be a
fayfllty in
Dance at Rosenthal hall Twwfiay
capes from being run down declare stead of a restraint on interstate com
23.
5
April
night.
Admission free, eta. "it's
high time to call a half or merce.
per dan e.
words to that effect.

And they will soon add up into
DOLLARS

st

Take Care of the Pennies
that the Dollars can take care f you.

10 to 20

We Save you from

Why pay rent when yoa can buy
Thomas Lamb has taken the agen
a home cheap and on av payments.
for the Pennsylvania Grit, a week
oy
See N. B. Roseberry.
ly newspaper devoted to a general
Finch i Qolden Wedding Rye, aged resume of the events of the week
in the wood. Direct from distillery "Tommy" asks the support of the
public In his new venture
to you. At the Lobby, of course

r more on nearly every
Dollar of Table Necessities.
A

TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE

YOU.

The water wagon of the E. Romero
business for sale
Hose
and Fire company has been gtv
Health
reason.
'O.
P.
Box 252.
cheap.
en a new coating of paint The body
Kor Sale Fear room house on is of white and the running gear is a
Eightti street, beat location in itv brilliant red. Ike Davis bought all
with bath, electric lights, price $18C0. the advertising space and will be "on
N. B. Hos.'herrv. Asm'
the water wagon" all the rest of the
year.
Napoleon Fontaine has purchased
a large Toledo electric auto. The car
The Graaf Dry Goods
company
Ib a beauty. It is one of the handpart of the property belonging to the
somest eleetris in the southwest.
estate of the late Julius Graaf, has
been placed in the hands of a receiv
The Missionary tea of the First er. D. T. Hoskins has been appoint
Presbyterian church will be held to- ed receiver, and the doors of the es
morrow afternoon with Mrs. W. E. tabllshment will be closed for five
Gortner at her home on the Plaza.
days, at which time the stock will be
Good

IKE DA VIS
THE CASH GROCER
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MLOCAL NEWS

SAVE THE

So

RHUBARB

J

X

10c Per Pound

paying

The Ladles' Guild of 8t. ra-.i- 's
Memorial church will hold its regu
lar weekly meeting Tuesday, April
23, at the home of Mrs. A. A Tone,
1021 Fifth street.
e3Poth
eeeeeeeh
'

TANGERINES
20 and 35c per

22, 1912.

doz.

J. H. Stearns
fURE THINGS TO EAT.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

At a meeting of Congregation
Monteflore yesterday Rev. Dr. Samuel
Pelfer was unanimously
as
rabbi for the coming year. It is rum
ored that Dr. Pelper will take a trip
east In the near fntnre and may bring
bride back with hhn.
At an early hour this morning a
large barn located on the grounds of
the old Montezuma hotel garden, sev
eral miles northwest of Ias Vegas,
was destroyed by fire. Benedict Pap- en, who has been custodian of the
property for several years, suffered
severe loss. His horse, cow and calf,
buggy and wagon and a quantity of
corn and other grain were burned
Mr. Papen estimates his loss at about
.

P. F. KOWAL8KY

"HI-SPEE-

Model

D"

30

30

DARING Shoe for Young Men.
'Toe raised many degrees higher than
more conservative "Universal" model.
Very short Vamp, high Swing Toe, high
Arch and Heel, causing the foot to look
shorter, and smaller, than in other shoes.
A "Vanity" Style for Young
Men who delight in

A

DEAD

P .F. Kowaleky died today at 12
o'clock at his home, 705 Main ave
nue, after a long illness.
Mr. Kowal
sky was 30 years of age and Is sur
vlved by a wife, one child and a father. He was a health seeker and had
been a resident of Las Vegas sever
al years. As long as his health per
mitted he was employed In the Blehl
garage. Mr. Kowalsky was a member
or the Ias Vegas Camp of the Mod
ern Woodmen of America. Funeral
arrangements have not been definitely
made. The body will be prepared for
burial by the Las Vegas Undertaking

that of the

wearing "something

different"

SPECIFICATIONS

0

Black Smooth Calf

Blucher Oxford
Soles 11 Sq.
Single

Stock No.

Heels 128
Military

7548

Pric

company.

$

CONGRESS

FEED8 VICTIMS.
Washington, April 2. The govern

ment contemplates
feeding 83,000
Mississippi river flood snfferers for
42 days, at a dally cost of $10,000
Secretary of War Stfmson made this
estimate today when he asked an ad
dltional appropriation of 1207,121 for
sold.
the commissary department. Previous
This morning a sack full of hides to this congress voted $212,879 for
arrived from Cuervo and was deposit- the same purpose.
ed at the office of Clerk Lorenzo
Intense Suffering In, Louisiana.
The name of the shipper is not
New Orleans, La., April 22. Hun
known but it Is believed that Secun-dl- no
Romero has been using his re- dreds of persons still are marooned
volver with deadly aim. The Back on floating house tops, and rafts In
contained the overcoats of 34 coyotes the flood sections of northwestern
Mississippi according to official re
and eleven wild cats.
ports received here today. Rescue
In a speedy contest played yester-d- parties have employed motor boats
yaftarnoon at. Amusement park the and launches to soour the inundated
AH Stars defeated the
Cubs
by a country for refugees. There has1 been
score of G (to 4. The All Stars were Intense suffering among the flood's
made up of well known players of prinoners.
this city and the Cube were a team

M. GREENBERGER.

Del-gad-

a

fmm
t n

Woot

h 11

aMa

.1
OltnJiKml
NOTICE
.
..
a.in wwi I.U; uHitLery ror ir.ne a kk-- , or
gooas or tne uraar ury
i
ary
winners and Baca and Lujan worked
(Goods company will be offered for
for the Cubs '
sale on Thursday the 25th inst. at 4
o'clock p. m. This stock inventories
John Benson was arrested Saturday about $13,000, is in good condl
by Chief of Police Ben Cole on the tion and will be sola" to the
highest
Charge of drunkenness, and sentenced bidder. Sealed bids will be received
by the undersigned at the office of
cooler.
,
However, Benson the San Miguel National Bank and
Ann
the inventory and stock may be exam
barn belonged to the Santa Fe rall-!- ,
.
fc
ined on the premises at No. 5 7 Sixth
Is
innot
it
and
if
was
known
it
way
,Larmicnael was also taken in tow yes- - street at Bast Las Vegas, New .Mexico
sured. It was rumored for a time
terday by Officer Coles, on the charge at any time before the order of the
this morning that Mr. Papen had of vagrancy, but was
given orders to sale and the undersigned will
be
been burned to death in the barn hut hit the trail.
pleased to have you Investigate this
the rumor proved untrue. Mr. Pap
and submit a bid.
en believes the barn was set
fire
E. R. Russell, formerly
Very respectfully,
manager
accidentally by persona attempting of the
D. T. HOSKINS,
ice plant, is erecting a (Signed)
Crystal
to steal grain.
Receiver.
plant for the manufacture of creamery butter. The plant is situated on

f

,

i

If you must iron , why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

tf

ELECTRIC IRON.

.

k

i

L

IT "

Lols Vegas Light & Power Co.

S

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
ft. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

jfl

Distributing

BAIN

Agents

WAGONS

SPRING

YOUR

HOUSE-CLEANIN-

EMERSON

Mccormick ,mplems

G

Can be made much lighter
hy sending us your
Blankets, small
Rugs, etc.
Lace-Curtain-

JS

Full Line of

X

THE PLAZA

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

s,

Our charges are reasonable
and service prompt.
PRICES ON BLANKETS ARE:

Single Cotton
"
Double

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Single Wool
Double
A

At the Home of Quality

.15
25
25

,

"

.50

trial will convince you

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Just Received

a Carload of

MOSES BEST FLOUR
NOME

BETTER

We Will Give With Every Fifty

Bought

This! Week

a

Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

the ground adjoining the ice plant.
Mr. Russell will leave the middle of
this week for the east, where he will
purchase the machinery. While east
lie wiTl also buy a dairy herd, which
will be leased to the farmers In this
section, the milk to be used for the
manufacture of butter.

DEAD
Dr. John W. Corderaan died
this
morning at 2:20 o'clock in St. Anthony's sanitarium after a long illness. He had been seriously ill for
the past, five or six months
and
deaitih had had been
expected for some
time. Dr. Cordeman was 30 years of
age and ha rfbeen a resident of Las
Vegas for the past, three years, coming here from Oklahoma for his
health. Previous to coming to the
Meadow City he was
a practicing
dentist. As far as can be ascertain
ed he is survived by no relatives. Dr.
Corderman was well known here and

was popular among his many friends.
The funeral will occur tomorrow
morning ajt 9.30 o'clock from the
Chmrch of Our Lady of Sorrows. Interment will be in Ml Calvary cemetery. The body will be prepared for
burial by J. C. Johnson and Son and
wlil be taken from their chapel to the
church at 9 o'clock.

Best Kentucky

40c per lb.

We Always Have

X New lot just jn

the Best of Everything Eatable

507 Sixth Street

OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

Today,

OUR

PERRY ONION & SON

Fhooc Vtgtt 121

M.

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

SANITARY
BAKERY GOODS
a. re

FRESH EVERY

DAY

they are baked
(in a Sanitary Oven in a

Sanitary way)

White Bread
Cream Bread

Rye Bread

Finger Rolls
Parker House Rolls
Biscuit Rolls
Cakes. Cookies, Pies.

X

$100,000

tt.

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

DR. CORDEMAN

BLUE GRASS SEED

Pound Sack
Souvenir

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

Everybody reads The Optic.

Whole Wheat Bread

Useful

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

If you want to get the want yoo
want to get, you want to get your
want In a want getter.
The Optic
wants you to get the want yon want
to get Try the Want Ads" and see

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction''

In

this Hoosier Cabinet the owner has put

321 articles

at her fingers' ends.

Clean up your Kitchen
in tO Minutes

A woman washed and dried 32 dishes and put
everything
away, with the aid of her Hoosier Cabinet. A half million
other women find their work equally easy. They save endless miles of steps.
A dollar a week puts a Hoosier in
your Kitchen.
.

J.

C. JQHNSEN & SON.
sivc Local Agents.

